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Preface
Throughout 2017, we used the alphabet as a novel way to unpack the many concepts of arts
administration. Please join in. Thank you to the following arts administrators for adding ideas to
the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ashley Thorndike-Youssef, Now Next Dance
Fernando Maneca, BAX | Brooklyn Arts Exchange
Hillary Kooistra, Abraham.In.Motion
Kathryn Humphreys, Hubbard Street Chicago
Katie Kruger, Shawl-Anderson Dance Center
Liz Hitchcock Lisle, Shotgun Players
Phyllis Haskell Tims, University of Utah (retired)
Rebecca A. Ferrell, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Sarah Crowell, Destiny Arts Center
Tammy Cheney, Lines Ballet

Arts administration relates to work at dance centers, arts councils, arts education programs,
companies, and college programs. Please read on to explore the many and varied topics within
arts administration. While not every topic applies to every setting, we hope that you will still
find one or two ideas under each letter as useful and applicable to your particular setting.
You are welcome to print out this PDF, but please note that the document is best used and read
online to have easy access to links to articles, books, and blog posts.

Jill Randall, Blog Director
Life as a Modern Dancer Blog
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The Letter A:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertising
Advisory Committee/Advisory Board
Advocacy
AEP email list
Alumni
Artist services vs serving artists
Artists
Arts administration Masters degree programs
ArtsEdSearch
Assessment
Audiences

---Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 11 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your site - artist services, assessment, and alumni,
for example?
Advertising
Advertising....for what, and targeted towards whom? Newspaper ads, Facebook promotions,
ads in dance concert programs. Are you paying for the ads or bartering a trade? Ultimately what is the purpose for the ads (more students, more visibility in the community, more ticket
sales)?
If you could trade ad space with three others arts organizations in your community, who would
they be?
And, does a robust presence on Facebook eliminate the need for more traditional advertising?
Advisory Committee/Advisory Board
As Fernando Maneca of the Brooklyn Arts Exchange added, "Look for people who can help with
knowledge and skill gaps." You've got your Board of Directors....now, could an advisory
committee help widen your circle of support and connections? Maybe you connect with this
group of people 1-3 times a year over coffee or email. Advisory people are important to have in
your network for needs and opportunities as they arise. Here are a few examples of Advisory
Committees:
Kate Weare Company:
Board of Directors
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•
•
•
•
•
•

David Stein, President
John Goldman, Treasurer
Keira Chang, Secretary & Executive Director
Kate Weare, Artistic Director
Karen Brumer
Kurt Perschke

Advisory Board
•
•

Jeanne Collins
John Elderfield

Now Next Dance:
Board of Directors
•
•
•
•
•

Kim Roberts
Melissa Glynn
Katherine Silverthorne
Colette Coleman
Ashley Thorndike-Youssef

Advisory Board
•
•
•
•

Annie Kloppenberg
Jill Homan Randall
Mandy Salva
Lise Worthen-Chaudhari

Advocacy
Advocacy.....advocating for funding in general, keeping funding, more funding...advocating for
your organization within the community. Advocating for your program when the Board of
Directors will be making program cuts....
Advocacy should be a regular and yearly, if not monthly, action within the life of an arts
administrator. And whether the advocacy is for your specific organization, or the field in
general, this is a valuable muscle to regularly flex.
Here is a recent blog post about advocacy in K-12 schools. Many ideas can be applied in a
variety of settings. Click here.
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AEP Email List
If not familiar with the Arts Education Partnership (AEP), check out its site for valuable research
and an email list to join. The email shares research information, upcoming conferences, funding
opportunities, and job openings around the country in arts and education.
http://www.aep-arts.org/
Alumni
What is the role of alumni within your organization? Donors, students, advocates? Do you have
a way to regularly communicate with them through an email list or Facebook Group?
Can you loop students back in as interns, teaching assistants, employees, board members, and
donors? Firsthand, personal, and embodied experience with an organization is invaluable.
Artist Services vs Serving Artists
This is a great question to consider: "Are you serving artists through your work, or offering
artist services?" What do the two phrases mean to you?
Looking at an organization like the Brooklyn Arts Exchange, they offer artists:
Subsidized rehearsal space, artist residencies, space grants, the Upstart Festival for emerging
choreographers, subsidized theater rentals for self-productions, a season of cutting-edge
performance, resources, workshops and classes.*
*Information pulled from: http://artistservices.bax.org/
Read more about Dancers' Group in the SF Bay Area and its 14 artist resources. Click here.
Fiscal sponsorship is a key artist service. Read a prior blog post on the topic here.
Artists
"Arts administration"......"teaching artists".....it is essential to keep the art - and artists - central
to our work. As administrators, we all know too well that days and weeks can pass simply mired
in details, financials, and the business end of our organizations. We have to keep coming back
to our mission statements and our essential beliefs about art, artists, performance, and arts
education.....
Read here as 4 arts administrators share about "administration as a creative endeavor:"
http://blog.lifeasamoderndancer.com/2016/12/arts-administration-as-a-creativeendeavor.html
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Arts Administration Masters Degree Programs
More opportunities are presenting themselves to study arts administration at colleges and
universities. Goucher College in Maryland offers a low-residency MA. Drexel University in
Philadelphia offers an online program.
ArtsEdSearch
As stated on the AEP website, "ArtsEdSearch.org is the nation’s first online research and policy
clearinghouse focused entirely on student and educator outcomes associated with arts learning
in and out of school."
http://www.artsedsearch.org/
Assessment
On the topic of assessment, I went back to a section in the book The Teaching Artist Sutras by
Michael Wiggins. I respectfully quote Wiggins here from pages 92 and 93:
The different between Assessment and Evaluation is like the difference between the raw and
the cooked.
Assessment is a process.
To assess a student, observe them and help them improve.
Evaluation is a concluding event.
Assessment, self-assessment, community needs assessment - so many ways to look, consider,
and then act.
Audiences
Here are four prior blog posts covering various angles on this big subject:
On the Subject of Your Audience - By Kathy Dunn Hamrick
Expanding Your Audience
Making Dance and Giving It Away: Cid Pearlman Performance’s Year of Free
Questions We Ask Ourselves: For Choreographers and Performers
Kathryn Humphreys of Hubbard Street Chicago added into this arts administration dialogue,
thinking about "audience" and the ideas of: determining your audience, evaluating your
audience, and doing mission based work - whether with professional performances for adults or
kid-friendly school programming. Michael M. Kaiser's book The Cycle extensively considers
these questions and is an invaluable read for all arts administrators.
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The Letter B:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Balancing
Board of Directors
Board meetings
boardsource.org
Booking
Bookkeeping
Books related to arts administration
Brown bag lunch series for arts administrators
Budgets
Burnout
Business plan

---Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 11 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your site?
Balancing
Balancing is one of those essential skills in the life of an artist. In particular, as an administrator
you will most likely be handling, managing, and juggling a huge range of tasks and areas. The
recurring questions include:
-How do you prioritize?
-If you made a pie chart of your work, how would you divide up your time?
-Is there anything you can delegate right now?
-How do you balance growth/maintaining and new/established programs?
-How do you find a work/personal life balance? Business and artmaking?
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is the governing body for non-profits. Boards vary widely in terms of size
and relationship to the employees and the everyday workings of an organization.
When working for a non-profit, a board of directors takes on the responsibility of meeting
several times a year to oversee the organization and ensure that it is fulfilling its mission, goals,
and financial responsibilities.
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A common misconception relates to the fact that the board is usually comprised of volunteers,
except for maybe one or two employees of the non-profit (such as the executive director).
When you think of volunteerism, you might imagine a laid-back situation of people offering
some help. While a board might indeed be laid-back and easygoing, the truth of the matter is
that a board is an incredibly powerful group of volunteers.
Non-profits are required to organize a board of directors, have a few meetings a year, and
maintain board minutes that anyone is able to access. (Remember, non-profit organizations
receive their special 501(c)3 status because they are deemed organizations that serve the
community.)
Based on your position and role in a non-profit, and the size of the organization, you may never
meet the board or attend meetings. Even if this is the case, it is wise and valuable to have at
least some basic knowledge of the board, such as:
•

•
•
•
•

•

How many people are on the board, and who are they? Boards might be comprised
primarily of artists, or more formal organizations and non-profits large in size and
budget might have community members and a variety of people in careers such as
finance and law.
How often does the board meet? If appropriate, would it be possible for you to attend
one board meeting to gain a sense of this aspect of the non-profit?
Can you read some of the minutes from past meetings?
How is fundraising being handled right now in the organization? Are the board members
key players in this?
If appropriate, can you personally invite board members to future events you direct?
(For example, if you are the Director of Education for a non-profit, consider inviting
board members to the upcoming performance at the elementary school your teaching
artists have been working in for the past 6 months.) Ideally, start to build a relationship
and repoire with the members of the board.
Consider reading some of the free articles on boardsource.org, in the series simply
called "Board Basics 101."

In most non-profit dance organizations - for dance companies, dance centers, and education
organizations - the board is an incredible group of volunteers passionate about dance and the
mission of your organization. But, always remain aware that the board is fiscally responsible for
the organization, and they might ultimately be the ones voting to cut a program or let go of an
employee when financial trouble strikes. This of course is the most extreme of cases, but it
always good to keep this detail in the back of your mind. The Executive Director might be your
boss, but the Executive Director also reports to the board and ultimately can be hired/fired by
the board. Thus, this seemingly benign group of volunteers actually holds an incredible amount
of power.
Check out this 2017 article in the Washington Post about boards of directors:
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The real motor of the performing arts isn’t vision. It’s the board, stupid.
Overall, knowing a little about the board of directors at your non-profit can provide important
perspective in terms of leadership and vision at your job. When the time comes, I highly
recommend serving on a board as well to learn more and to keep supporting the arts in your
community. (My own time on the boards of Dancers' Group and the California Dance Education
Association were great learning experiences and rewarding volunteer opportunities.)
Last, let us not forget that the board is serving the organization (and you, one of its employees)
out of the kindness of their hearts and as a service to the community. Whenever you can, a
simple thank you or note of appreciation can go a long way. The board members are oftentimes
the behind-the-scenes people holding up the non-profit.
*To read the full prior blog post on Boards of Directors, click here.
Board meetings
Boards might meet once a quarter, or as often as once a month. Frequently the Executive
Director and Artistic Director are the employees in attendance.
If appropriate, could one additional employee join in each month, and you rotate through the
staff over the course of a year? Occasional opportunities like this will give employees facetime
with the Board and provide learning opportunities for staff and board members alike.
If you cannot attend a meeting, ask your ED or AD if you can provide information for her to
share at the board meeting, such as a one-page document explaining the growth of your
afterschool programming, for example.
boardsource.org
Over the years, the website Boardsource has been my quick go-to source when Board-related
questions and topics arise. Spend thirty minutes browsing its topics and articles.
To get started, check out this article called "Recommended Governance Practices."
Booking
Hillary Kooistra, Company Manager of Abraham.in.Motion, shared these ideas on the topic of
booking*:
Booking is one of the most important processes for a performing dance company. There is no
reason to raise money, advertise, create an audience base, etc. if there are no shows where
audiences can see your work! There are many ways to book tours and performances, and the
process can be a long one. Many companies, ourselves included, work with a booking agent,
who reaches out to presenters, negotiates contracts, and generally speaks on the company's
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behalf to arrange performances. They attend conferences, such as APAP and Tanzmesse (an
international presenters' conference in Düsseldorf, Germany) to meet new presenters and speak
with familiar faces. Many companies will perform in showcases during these conferences. For
smaller companies just starting out, they are a great way to be seen and put on presenters'
radars, but are rarely an immediate ticket in. After the showcase comes the real brunt: the
introductions, the follow-up, the negotiations. Even if the presenter likes the company's work,
he/she still needs to consider how it will fit into their overall season. The process can sometimes
go on for years, but cultivating relationships with presenters is quite crucial!
Dance Magazine wrote an article about booking (specifically through APAP) in their January
edition. It's definitely worth a read, especially with this topic in mind!
*All words in italics are Hillary's words here.
Bookkeeping
Depending on the size of your organization, finances are managed in-house with a regular
employee or through the use of a bookkeeper on contract. Quickbooks - whether on your
computer or used online - still remains the main option for arts organizations.
Do some research in your area for accounting firms that specialize in non-profit finances. You
might consider working with several other non-profits to collectively share a bookkeeper; you
might all decide to have the bookkeeper onsite for 1 work day a week, or decide on a set
number of hours per month, such as 10 hours a month.
If you are a fiscally sponsored project of a larger non-profit, it is important to find out their
bookkeeping practices and how fast you can get financial information when you need it for
grantwriting and budgeting purposes.
Small organizations might even consider a simple Income/Expense spreadsheet online using
Google Docs/Google Sheets to allow several people at a time easy access of the information.
Books related to arts administration
My top book suggestion still remains to be Michael M. Kaiser's book The Cycle: A Practical
Approach to Managing Arts Organizations.
And second, while not a great title, the Nonprofit Kit for Dummies by Stan Hutton and Frances
N. Phillips is worthwhile to keep on your organization's bookshelf.
Brown bag lunch series for arts administrators
Many years ago, I participated in a monthly brown bag lunch series in San Francisco. It's a
simple idea but a great one. We are thinking about re-starting it again in the Berkeley/Oakland
area.
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A monthly lunch opportunity can be a great way to get organizations together to share stories,
ask questions, and learn from each other. The brown bag series might be comprised of all of the
heads of the local arts organizations. I also suggest considering making the brown bag series
geared to the non-ED positions at your organization - the Company Manager, Managing
Director, Education Program Assistant, etc. I say this because EDs and ADs have more
opportunities for professional development and collegiality locally and nationally. I think
bringing together key staff will provide a unique and much-needed forum for arts
administrators.
Budgets
Budgets provide a frame, goal, and story for the organization. Here is some information I shared
in a prior blog post about budgets...."budgets 101."
Okay, you have landed a job as an arts administrator. One of the most important details to
understand early on is related to money.
Organization size: Arts organizations can so greatly vary in terms of budget size. Are you
working a few hours a week for a dance festival, with an annual budget of $20,000? Are you
working for a ballet company with an operating budget of over $5 million? Or, are you at an
arts education organization with a budget around $1 million?
Budget and annual reports: To gain context for your work, ask to see the current budget, and
possibly the budgets from the last 2 years as well. Larger organizations might also have Annual
Reports available. A careful read of a budget will give you a clear sense of the income and
expenses. Non-profits vary in goals each year --- to make money, break even, or even lose
money some years. Looking at the budget from this year and a few years past will provide
a larger picture. If an organization is losing money, it might not be a "bad thing." If the
organization just did major improvements to its building, they might be working at a loss for a
few years until they recover the costs. Some organizations might need to lose money in order
to grow longer term.
Income: Arts organizations vary in programming, and thus income. Income can come from class
tuition, ticket sales, grants, and donations. Looking over the budgets of your organization, what
are the various income sources? For example, your arts organization might receive 90% of its
income from grants and donations; only 10% of the income comes from schools paying for
classes and workshops.
Expenses: When you first begin in arts administration, some of the expenses might be
completely unfamiliar to you - liability insurance, mortgages, workers comp, and more. If
possible, sit down with your employer and find out what these expenses are. Most likely, your
employer will appreciate your effort to learn, ask questions, and gather context.
Gaining a sense of the budget, and the scale of your organization, will provide a solid
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foundation as you begin your job. Whether with a very modest budget or a budget of millions,
lots of wonderful and meaningful work is happening in arts organizations throughout the
United States. On a personal level, understanding budgets can give you perspective on pay
scales and how you can grow within an organization.
---A key budget question for you right now is.....do you want to look at your fiscal year budget
once a week or once a month? How do you want to pro-actively consider this?
Burnout
Ah, burnout.... the enemy and fear of many an administrator. We go, go, go and are frequently
and truly doing the work of two people.
Considering the terms "exertion" and "recuperation" from Laban Movement Analysis, how can
you find the ebbs and flows in your work life?
Some simple but wonderful ideas to prevent burnout for you and your staff include:
•
•
•
•

You might not always be able to offer a pay increase each year, but at least try hard to
offer more vacation days. (And please try for the pay increases too!)
Find the money to support going to a yearly conference like Dance/USA or NDEO.
Make site visits to other orgs and break out of your own work bubble.
If your organization has dance classes on site, can each staff member take one or two
"on the clock" each week?

Business plan
A business plan is an elusive document for many. It is usually a hefty document of 20-40 pages
written when someone starts an organization or wants to build a dance center, for example. If
you ever have the opportunity to read someone's business plan, please do so, and kindly ask if
you can hold onto a copy as well. (In all of my years, I only got to see one plan, and I have held
onto that one copy for the past 15 years as a reference.)
A business plan serves multiple roles as an idea grows. You share this document with potential
funders, local government officials, and potential board members.
Key ideas in a business plan include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A general overview of what and why
Mission and vision
Key staff members
Needs assessment for your area
Comparable organizations locally and nationally
Any statistics/data you can share about number of students, ticket sales, etc.
Pro Forma - looking at income and expenses over the next 3-5 years
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The Letter C:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chairing a dance department
Collaboration
Colleagues
College level administration - examples
Committees you participate in - locally and nationally
Communication skills
Community outreach
Comparable organizations - locally and nationally
Compasspoint trainings
Compliance
Conferences
Conflict management
Consensus building
Consistent communication
Consultants
Contracts
Critical Friends Group - protocols for meetings and reflection
Critical Response Method
The Cycle by Michael M. Kaiser
Work as creative challenge

-----Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 20 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
Chairing a dance department
In a prior blog post 3 department chairs candidly share their stories for us to learn from and
reflect upon. Click here.
Collaboration
Collaboration...partnering....working together on the same project. Oftentimes, I feel, the word
"collaboration" is misused in the arts world. Reflecting in your own work, what does
collaboration mean? What does it look like?
Do you have an affinity for collaboration, or do you prefer leading the charge? (No judgement
here....just asking....)
Quoting from Vicky Shick's artist profile,
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Collaboration is a source of inspiration and excitement - jumping off from a shared aesthetic, a
deep appreciation and respect for another’s work, a trust in a process and much
communication. It also means faith in a relationship, a comfort, an honesty, patience and
compromise.
Colleagues
Grab a piece of paper and write for 5 minutes....who are your valued colleagues in your
immediate community? In the state? Nationally? Who are the three people you turn to most
for ideas, dialogue, mentoring, and support?
College level administration - examples
With over 150 artist profiles on the blog, numerous leaders in college departments around the
country have been profiled. Here are six stellar examples:
Jan Erkert - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Onye Ozuzu - Columbia College Chicago
Donna White - University of Utah
Phyllis Haskell Tims - University of Utah
Cathy Davalos - Saint Mary's College
Damon Rago - Loyola Marymount
Committees you participate in - locally and nationally
Committees are wonderful opportunities to network and learn as well as elevate and promote
the field in general. If your organization can support it, can you participate in at least one local
committee and one national committee? National committees through organizations such as
NDEO and Dance/USA take time....maybe that becomes a career goal and aspiration for the
next 5 years.
Communication skills
Let's consider communication within your organization. Looking at all of the staff members,
how would you describe each person's communication style? These days, we need to consider
a variety of opportunities for communication - private and in person conversations, staff
meetings, public events, and online communication. Also, who works well with students,
parents, and funders?
Which styles best support good work, respect, teamwork, collaboration, and risk taking?
Community outreach
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The term "community outreach" remains a problematic and sometimes misused word, much
like "collaboration." Are we talking about marketing efforts, or are we talking about community
connections and access? I hope for the latter.
Community outreach is about information, opportunity, access, equity, and widening the circle.
Now, more than ever, let's keep widening our circles.
Comparable organizations - locally and nationally
This is a valuable and illuminating exercise for you and your staff.
•
•

List out the comparable organizations within your community. How large or small is the
list? What is your relationship with these particular orgs?
Can you list 5 comparable organizations nationwide?

Consider an activity for the staff to take on for an upcoming staff meeting. Let's say you list out
5 comparable organizations. Divide up the organizations and spend 30 minutes researching one
place. Report back at the next staff meeting - what impressed you, surprised you? What did you
read that made you have a better perspective on your own organization?
Compasspoint trainings and resources
Compasspoint is an impassioned and generous organization in the SF Bay Area that leads
workshops, trainings, and coaching for non-profit leaders and organizations. I just participated
in a "transitional leadership" workshop this year.
I encourage you to take 20 minutes to browse the site, whether you live in the Bay Area or in
another location in the country. Sign up for the weekly newsletter, and browse some of the free
resources. (You will have to take 30 seconds to sign up on the site to access some of the
information.)
www.compasspoint.org
Compliance
Liz Lisle, the Managing Director of Shotgun Players in Berkeley, California, shares some wisdom
and details here related to compliance:
At Shotgun Players, we noticed that many governing entities suddenly began looking at Shotgun
with much closer scrutiny when we crossed the $1 million budget mark. For other organizations,
it happens sooner. We've now done an EDD audit, two worker's comp audits, a board of
equalization audit... the list goes on. As your organization grows, it becomes increasingly
important to set and follow compliant procedures in finance (with internal controls), in human
resources (with your hiring/termination practices, HR manual, and common employment laws),
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and in overall administration systems. If you operate a facility, there are compliance needs there
as well.
With so many layers and a small staff that does not include finance or HR departments, it can
feel difficult to stay ahead of the curve. Laws are always changing! The best way I've found to
keep up is with regular reviews of different departments, to sign up for non-profit employer
newsletters and blogs, and to look for experts in your community that might be interested in
coming through to do a pro bono audit in their area.
A great payroll provider can also act as a strong resource for a small company trying to keep up.
We use ADP, which provides an incredible wealth of information for employers, which is state
specific.
Conferences
What's on your calendar for this year?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dance/USA
Americans for the Arts
Arts Education Partnership (AEP)
NDEO
Now Next Dance
Your state's arts council convening

Conflict management
Conflicts will arise between colleagues, you and the landlord, or a teacher and a student. Is a
mediator available on your campus? Does the Executive Director or HR Director facilitate a
conversation? Do you have a lawyer on your board or advisory board?
This is a perfect example of using your colleagues in the community for resources and guidance
when conflict arises…..
Consensus building
“Consensus” might not be a regular tool within your organization; decisions and mission
statements might have been made long ago. But, do take a few minutes to reflect upon your
current state of the organization.
Would building a consensus around a particular policy, strategy, program, or initiative be
valuable at this given moment? Could a consultant or valued colleague lead this process for
you?
Consensus building is about opportunity, voice, buy-in, 360-degree perspective, and full
engagement.
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Consistent communication
Consistent communication....Fernando Maneca at the Brooklyn Arts Exchange highlighted this
key point for arts organizations and encourages us all to think about "specifically targeted
communication to various constituents, artists, students, teachers, ticket-buyers, funders,
donors, sponsors and local business networks." Yes, this is a hefty list, but essential work to be
done.
Consistent communication is inclusive and strategic; consistent communication builds this web
of people and information that supports your organization with participation, enrollment,
donations, and advocacy.
Depending on your organization's size, do you have a marketing and communications position?
Or does this become a monthly task within everyone's role? And what form does it take emails, social media, newsletters, brochures, out for coffee, or a cocktail party?
Consultants
Consultants can provide perspective, facilitation, consensus building, and evaluation. If
possible, consider a regular line item in your budget each year for some form of consultation to improve programs, HR, and policies, or to facilitate board retreats and strategic planning.
Contracts
Contracts - for performances, performers, consultants, teaching artists.....a contract is stating
the dates, times, commitments, and payments....
Are these documents legally binding through your organization or school? Or a simple
memorandum of understanding? Regardless, clarity (another awesome "c" word) is key for all
people involved.
If the contract is about teaching.....do you also state and clarify about sick days, rescheduling
classes, snow days, supplies, and prep time?
Critical Friends Group - protocols for meetings and reflection
Because of my love and interest in the Critical Response Method, when I heard about the
Critical Friends Group work that is used in K-12 school settings, I was very curious. I participated
in a few Critical Friends groups when I taught dance full-time at The Hamlin School in San
Francisco. The heart of the work is a series of protocols to lead focused discussions on lesson
plans, curriculum, students, data, and performances. I even did the training to become a CFG
facilitator.
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While the work is not explicitly described as for arts work, many of the protocols are indeed
useful and applicable in many arts-based settings. If you like Liz Lerman's Critical Response
Method (see below), then check this out.
The title - "Critical Friends Group" - is a bit misleading. The title really refers to a group coming
together for thoughtful, meaningful discussion and unpacking of projects.
I even wrote a protocol - geared towards reflecting after a student performance or culminating
event. You can read it here (pages 4-5):
http://www.nsrfharmony.org/sites/default/files/2014.January.Connections.pdf
To learn more about the Critical Friends Group program:
http://www.nsrfharmony.org/
Critical Response Method
Liz Lerman's Critical Response Method is an accessible and valuable tool for discussion of works
of art. You can also apply the series of steps and questions to work at your site - when
discussing a new project, program, or initiative.
Here are a few articles on it:
http://www.brooklynartscouncil.org/files/downloads/Critical_Response_Process.pdf
http://bussigel.com/communityart/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/critical_response.pdf
And, Liz's book on the method:
https://www.amazon.com/Liz-Lermans-critical-responseprocess/dp/0972738509/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1486225307&sr=8-1&keywords=liz+lerman
The Cycle: A Practical Approach to Managing Arts Organizations by Michael M. Kaiser
This book is still my top suggestion for arts administrators. Purchase it here.
Work as creative challenge
From Nicolle Wasserman, Director of School Administration at the American Dance Festival in
Durham, NC:
There are many ways to encounter creativity and artistry in the work of an arts administrator.
The unique challenges found in a nonprofit organization, often due to the reality of small-scale
budgets, necessitates creative problem solving. It may not always feel artistic, but you certainly
must be resourceful and inventive when you can’t just throw money at a difficult situation. As an
arts administrator, you might get the opportunity to direct the design of marketing materials,
create a curriculum or syllabus, or curate a performance series. These, and other arts
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administration tasks, require a creative background and can be artistically satisfying in a myriad
of ways.
The artistic experience, whether a theater or dance performance, orchestra, museum, or book
reading, takes a group of people with different skills to produce. The art presented could not be
fully actualized without a full production team. Arts management is a major component of the
entire artistic experience. As an artist-turned-administrator, it is important keep this in mind
when pushing through some of the less creatively gratifying work of administration:
spreadsheets, budgets, reports, database entry, etc.
To read more perspectives, click here.
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The letter D:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dance/USA
Darren Walker
Data
Dealing with difficult people
Decision-making process
Delegating
Development work
Documenting conflict
Donors, donations, donation letters

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 9 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
Dance/USA
Dance/USA is the national service organization for the field. Whether you regularly read the
email blast, the blog posts, or consider the yearly conference....the membership fee is wellworth it. Dance/USA - based in the DC area - advocates for our work and for funding. The
articles, research, and conferences are always timely and useful to arts administrators
throughout the country. And their job list is the most comprehensive list of arts admin jobs
around the US....
http://www.danceusa.org/
Darren Walker
Darren Walker leads the Ford Foundation, and is inspiring and challenging administrators
throughout the country right now. Check out his thought-provoking commentary on internships
and tackling inequality through philanthropy:
"Internships Are Not a Privilege": https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/05/opinion/breaking-acycle-that-allows-privilege-to-go-to-privileged.html
"Moving the Ford Foundation Forward": https://www.fordfoundation.org/ideas/equals-changeblog/posts/moving-the-ford-foundation-forward/
Data
As Fernando Maneca of the Brooklyn Arts Exchange noted, "Most of us function very well on
intuition, but do we really know what we 'know?' "
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What data can you gather for your organization each year, such as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of youth served
Number of adult students per week
Amount of your scholarship fund
Hours you dedicate for artists in your studios
Number of audience members
Statistics about your students and audience: age, gender, sexual orientation, income, zip
code, cultural background, education level, etc.
Career paths of the graduates in your program

Data is so valuable for donation letters and donation drives, grants, expansion efforts, and
development efforts in general.
Dealing with difficult people
Difficult people - whether students, colleagues, the landlord, or parents......
First of all, what does good customer service look like for your organization?
Second, what are the sources of difficult conversations, or unhappiness from students,
colleagues, parents, etc.?
Does everyone on staff know who handles complaints and handles it when a sit-down or
mediation of sorts needs to happen?
Clarity, support, documentation....
Decision-making process (staff, board, staff AND board, etc.)
This is another valuable topic to discuss and clarify with your staff. Who decides to add, cut, or
expand? Who approves the budget, and pay increases? How often are pay increases
considered?
When is it appropriate for staff to offer ideas and input?
Transparency, clarity, respect, thinking ahead, inclusion....
Delegating
Delegating is one of the most important actions for a leader in arts administration. What are
your priorities and goals? What do you need to personally handle? What tasks and projects can
others support or spearhead?
I recently sat down and estimated how I divided up my 40 hours of work each week. It was
really illuminating how I was using my time. Some things took up way too much time, and could
be places where I ask for support and delegate tasks...
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Since arts administrators and arts orgs are notoriously understaffed and super busy, delegation
is one of the most important steps to take on a monthly basis.
Development work
Development = fundraising, donations, donors, support, contributed revenue. This work takes
time, patience, planning, and tons of follow up.
Ideally, your organization has a staff person dedicated to this work, whether full-time or parttime. This person is creating a plan, implementing the plan, and keeping the key perspective in
terms of how much income is contributed and earned for your organization.
Is development work happening on a weekly basis at your organization right now?
Documenting conflict
This topic goes hand-in-hand with the "dealing with difficult people." It is imperative to keep a
file - on the computer or in a file cabinet - of all conflicts small and large. Whether this is a note
you jot down, or an email from a student or parent, you must keep everything. As arts
administrators, it is our job to handle these ideas and to decide when actions must follow the
conflicts.
Professional behavior, support, care of customers, care of staff, mission-minded employees....
Donors, donations, donation letters
With the development work just mentioned above, donors, donations, and donation letters are
key players and items.
Donors: How many do you have? What categories of giving do you have? Are people repeat
donors year after year? Each year, how can this circle of people keep growing (and how do you
maximize recent alumni and families from your programs)?
Are you on top of donation thank you letters, acknowledgments on your website, and listing
donors in your building and in your paper programs?
Donations: Money, stock, in kind services? What do donations look like? Can you expand and
maximize ideas - to include things such as graphic design, web design, and painting the studios?
Donation letters: Are you sending out a letter multiple times a year? Paper copies or via email?
Also, do you keep a file of other organizations' donation letters - to gain perspective on the
field? Which letter recently caught your attention and why?
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The letter E:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expenses
Endowment
Engagement
Evaluations
Educational programming/education department
Education Directors
Employment law
Email plan

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 8 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
Expenses
There are expenses, bills, and salaries that are at the forefront and frequently considered: staff
paychecks, mortgage or monthly rent, office supplies, and teaching supplies. The hidden
expenses include liability insurance, workers comp, payroll taxes, payroll services, paper goods
for the building, etc.
I am a big supporter of as much transparency as appropriate with staff about budgets, income,
and expenses. A clear sense of size, scale, and goals really benefits each employee in their
understanding of the organization as well as their role and responsibilities within it.
Endowment
An endowment is a large amount of money set aside for an organization, to work for the
organization. Endowments usually are several million dollars and are more commonly seen at
private K-12 schools and colleges. This base of money is not touched; the interest earned from
it is what is used by an institution each year. This interest might be $100,000 or so. A major gift
can establish an endowment for an organization, and then future donations can be added to it.
Engagement
The word "engagement" refers to so many people within an organization, school, and dance
department: students engaging in the community, alumni engagement, audience engagement,
community engagement, and board engagement.
Which kinds of engagement are important to you and your site? What are your strengths and
weaknesses with engagement?
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Ultimately, whether talking about audience members or alumni, we are talking about
interactions, commitment, relationships, and support.
Engagement so directly relates to your mission, income, donations, class participation,
performance viewing, and overall growth.
Maybe consider a yearly "engagement goal" for your organization.
Evaluations
Based on my years in the nonprofit arts field, I believe that the topic of "evaluations" is on the
top ten list of weaknesses within organizations. It is unfortunately common that people can
go years without a formal evaluation. The pace of work, the frequency of seasonal work, and
understaffing are common factors that lead to a lack of time for evaluations.
But evaluations are so important and valuable for employees and employers/boards!
Evaluations are about reflection, accountability, and growth.
This week, can you schedule a time to evaluate each staff member sometime this calendar
year?
Here is an article I wrote in 2016 for Dance Studio Life about evaluations and pay raises within
dance studios and dance centers:
http://dancestudiolife.com/august-2016-tell-it-like-it-is/
Educational programming/education department
Some nonprofits are entirely about educational programming - the essence of their mission and
vision. But let's consider for a moment dance companies and theaters.
No matter what the scale of your educational programming might be, it all can be really good
and important work. Maybe you have one, long-term partnership with the public elementary
school down the street from your space. Maybe you run two children's matinees a year and
offer master classes at 5 sites in town. Maybe you offer a teacher workshop one weekend every
fall - with ideas and exercises related to the coming season.
If you run a dance company, read more in this post from April 2016:
http://blog.lifeasamoderndancer.com/2016/04/building-a-dance-company-on-the-topic-ofeducational-programming-1.html
Education Directors
Over the years on Life as a Modern Dancer, Education Directors have been highlighted. Read
more about their roles and work here:
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Leah Cox, the first director of education for the Bill T. Jones Company
Lucia Scheckner, Education Director at the Brooklyn Arts Exchange
Gigi Arrington, Education Director for the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Kathryn Humphreys, the Director of Education, Youth and Community Programs at Hubbard
Street Dance Chicago
Employment law
Employment law relates to many, many topics, including: minimum wage, overtime, breaks
during the work day, family and medical leave, and severance pay.
Here are three links to resources:
http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/hr-employment-law
http://blog.nolo.com/blog/category/employment-law-2/
http://www.nonprofitexpert.com/employment-law/
Email plan
Emails and emails! How often? How many different lists? Do you use an email template like Mail
Chimp or Constant Contact?
A little care and attention to your frequency of emails is essential when considering your
relationship with your staff, students, donors, alumni, and potential audience members.
Creating a thoughtful plan is important, especially since we are experiencing "bounce back"
now that people get so many emails every single day. What will make them open your email
and read the content?
Second, how is this content similar or different from information on your website, Facebook
page, donation letter, newsletter, and such?
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The letter F:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundraising plan
Financial procedures
Field trips
Founders
Faculty and staff appreciation
Flexible work schedules and hours
Fiscal sponsorship
“Filling the Buckets” protocol from Critical Friends Group
Financial terms
Facebook

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 10 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
Fundraising Plan
An articulated and timelined fundraising plan creates the road map for the fiscal year. What are
your goals for individual donations, corporate sponsorships, grants, and foundations? What
does this money directly support? How can the work be divided up throughout a calendar year?
And, do the staff understand this plan and the scale of it - to gain perspective and understand
priorities?
Financial Procedures
Money in...money out...reimbursements...multiple eyes to support, to double-check, and to be
accountable...
Hillary Kooistra, Company Manager for Abraham.In.Motion, recently noted:
Money is clearly a huge element of any administrator's life, which is why it is especially
important for arts organizations to have sound financial procedures. In our company, we have
systems in place for our administrative staff and dancers to request reimbursements, take out
petty cash, and have large credit card charges approved. These checks and balances can be
super simple (we use Google Sheets to track our petty cash, I use a smartphone app to submit
my receipts to our Finance Manager, and we often simply correspond over email). The
important thing is to be clear, transparent, and consistent - so everyone in the organization
understands where and how the money is coming in and out.
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Field Trips
For schools and dance studios, field trips are wonderful and inspiring for students, teachers,
and families alike.
If you are a dance studio or center, can you help organize a few field trips each year? Together,
you get to experience the power of vibrant, live performance. Also - for teaching staff performances are indeed professional development. They inspire new curriculum and
choreography.
For dance companies, theaters, and college dance departments - can you create a field trip
opportunity for students to come to you? These build rich connections to foster future
audience members and students.
Founders
Who created your organization? Are they still an active part of it?
If the Founders are still within the organization, do you have a plan for when they might retire
or transition away from it? What other organizations and schools around your area, or
nationally, can you turn to for advice and guidance to create your own transition plan?
If the Founder has since retired or passed away, how do you keep their spirit and work alive?
How do employees and students get to know and remember these Founders?
Check out the "Living Transition Plan" document created by Dancers' Group in San Francisco:
http://dancersgroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Dancers-Group-Living-TransitionPlan.pdf
Also, here is the announcement on Dance Place's website, as Founding Director Carla Perlo
heads into retirement in 2017:
https://www.danceplace.org/top-news/executive-artistic-director-position-description/
Faculty and Staff Appreciation
Faculty and staff appreciation....what are the ways that you lead and offer this through your
leadership? This manifests in verbal acknowledgements, thank you notes, and
stipends/"bonuses" at the end of the year.
Any gesture is appreciated - an email thanking someone for pinch-hitting when a colleague fell
ill, a verbal appreciation stated at the Monday staff meeting, or a $200 stipend at the end of the
year as a small gesture of thanks.
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Flexible Work Schedules and Hours
Based on your organization, what is the level of flexibility? What is the value of flexibility?
With working artists, can a flexible schedule allow time to rehearse and take class (while, of
course, still getting their work done at your site)? I strongly believe that working artists are
integral to our organizations on many levels.
Can a flexible work schedule allow for quiet time at home to do focused work, brainstorming,
assessment, and planning? Can Google Docs allow for work anywhere, anytime?
And, conversely, if you feel that a traditional 9-5 schedule "in the office" is right for your
organization, has that been articulated for all?
In 2017, we cannot deny that commute times and distance between home and workplace are
growing larger and longer....
Fiscal Sponsorship
Banning Bouldin, Artistic Director of New Dialect in Nashville, TN, shared these financial
thoughts in a previous blog post on January 19, 2016:
For New Dialect it has been important for us to develop streams of revenue that help offset our
need for grant support and donations. If you’ve already started building your company then you
know it’s expensive to rent studio space, pay dancers, cover production costs of performances,
the list goes on. Ticket sales, a $5000 grant, and a kickstarter campaign very rarely cover all
those costs. On top of this, in your first years as a nonprofit (if you choose to go that route), the
grant support you're eligible for is significantly less than it will be once you have a three-year
financial history. (The big operational support comes when you have audited financial
statements for the past three years.) So the question becomes, “How do we make it through
our first three years?” Many companies and choreographers choose to opt for fiscal
sponsorship in the beginning, so they don’t have to worry about maintaining a nonprofit. I
agree that this is a good fit for some, but there’s a limit to how much you can expand under
fiscal sponsorship. For us, becoming our own nonprofit from the very beginning has been
essential to the success we’ve experienced. Our status enables us to accept donations and
apply for grant support, in addition to offering classes and performances, all of which generate
revenue for us and we don’t pay a percentage to anyone. I also can’t recommend highly enough
developing a Board of Directors. Your Board can help you save money by volunteering to take
care of responsibilities within their skill sets (accounting, legal work, etc.) They also help you to
expand your network of financial support (at a certain point you’ll need to start asking more
than the same 25 people for donations.) Since 2013 we’ve offered over 600 classes, hosted 8
choreographic residencies, and performed 30 times, and all of this while staying in the black
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and in a city where I was told repeatedly that it couldn’t happen. I’m here to tell you it can, if
you have a sustainable business model, develop a team, and take the long view.
Here are some questions around fiscal sponsorship for your organization:
•
•
•
•

Do you fiscally sponsor artists? If not, might you consider in the near future sponsoring a
few artists? More and more dancers are choosing this route, versus 501c3 status...
What percentage "fee" do you take on all income?
Are the services and supports for the fiscally sponsored artists articulated for all?
Does your Board understand fiscal sponsorship and how that affects your budget,
liability, and income/expense statements that they are reviewing and analyzing?

“Filling the Buckets” Protocol from Critical Friends Group
If you are a fan of Liz Lerman's Critical Response Method, then I highly encourage you to check
out the CFG work - Critical Friends Group. I myself am a trained facilitator in the work. The
Critical Friends protocols developed out of K-12 public education as a way to have facilitated,
thoughtful conversations around student work, curriculum, and events; they are structured
formats for meetings, brainstorming sessions, and staff meetings. I feel that the work is
applicable in a variety of settings - including arts organizations, dance companies, and college
dance departments.
I was so excited about the work that I even wrote a protocol. It is called "Filling the Buckets,"
and it is a way to unpack and debrief after an event. This protocol can be used by many
organizations - to assess a culminating event, student performance, festival, etc.
http://www.nsrfharmony.org/sites/default/files/2014.January.Connections.pdf
Financial Terms
While some staff members are primarily responsible for finances in your organization, is it still
possible for everyone to have a basic understanding of these terms? Here is a small list to help
get you started:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gross income
net income
profit
loss
balance sheet
restricted funds
unrestricted funds
matching funds
endowment
accrual accounting
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•
•
•

cash accounting
"balanced" budget
reserve

Facebook
Lastly, let's mention Facebook. Arts organizations, schools, and companies large and small can
use this social media platform as a simple and easy tool to do marketing, PR, outreach, and
fundraising. Beautiful, eye-catching photos are essential; a robust number of "likes" on your
Page is necessary.
In a very positive way, social media has helped our cash-strapped dance community to offer
new ways of promotion and dialogue free of charge. (Thank you, Mark Z....)
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The letter G:
•
•
•
•
•

Guidestar website
Goal setting
Grants, grant writing, and grants panels
Guest artists
Guidance

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 5 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
Guidestar website
Whether doing some research on comparable organizations for work or on the job search
yourself, the website Guidestar.org is a great resource for tax information for non-profits. Most
importantly, you will see each organization's operating size (i.e. budget size).
Guidestar.org
Goal Setting
For yourself and all of your employees, quarterly and annual goal setting - in writing and
discussed in a meeting - articulates our priorities, gets the team working together, and provides
focus and motivation. Many arts organizations can easily go week after week mired in business
details, so keeping a macro focus is ever-important.
What are your goals for this summer?
Grants, Grant Writing, and Grants Panels
For your school, department, company, or organization.....how much of your income is
dependent on grants? Does this money support specific projects or the general operating of the
organization?
Grant writing for all artists and administrators - like the act of choreographing and teaching as
well - takes time, practice, support, mentoring....and more time and practice. Bringing a
mindset like you do for choreographing and performing - into your grant writing work - is so
valuable. Grant writing is about brainstorming, writing, editing, receiving feedback, questioning,
tinkering, and risk taking.
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If you ever have the opportunity, sitting on a grant panel in your community can be a highly
educational experience. Being a part of a group that is actively discussing why and why not to
fund certain projects and programs will ultimately improve your writing in the future.
Last, there is always homework to be done related to your grant writing at your work.
Whenever you can, carefully read postcards, programs at shows, and other organizations'
websites. Closely read (and take note of) which foundations and grants support their work. Do
you see any new names?
Guest Artists
Whether running a dance center, college program, or theater...guest artists will bring in new
ideas and new perspectives through classes, workshops, performances, creating new work,
panels, and discussions. Guest artists connect us with new voices from our community as well
as artists from around the U.S. and from around the world.
Careful brainstorming and planning will articulate for you and the artist alike about goals,
expectations, commitments, and logistics like transportation, food, and housing.
In the book Dance From the Campus to the Real World (and Back Again), there are several
valuable essays and checklists about residencies. Dance/USA published this paperback book in
2005, and now it is available online for free as a large PDF. Check out Jacqueline Davis's essay
"Dance Residencies 101: A Guide to Planning for the World of Possibilities" (pages 19-28). There
is also a "Residency Planning Checklist and Questionnaire" (pages 29-37).
Guidance for You
Last, when you are seeking guidance for your own work and own job position, who do you turn
to both locally and nationally? Who can you have coffee with, or pick up the phone to contact
tomorrow? Take a few minutes to list your current network of colleagues.
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The letter H:
•
•
•
•

Healthy organizations
Hot topics
Human resources
Healthcare

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 4 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
•
•
•
•

Healthy organizations
Hot topics
Human resources
Healthcare

Healthy organizations
Some big questions are:
What does “healthy organization” mean for your site?
What is a “healthy work environment?”
Which comparable organizations/schools/companies do you perceive as healthy? Why? Which
ones do you view as unhealthy?
List 3 strengths that make this happen for your organization; list 3 areas of growth, or
aspirations, for your organization.
Hot topics
Which topics are “hot topics” in the field right now? Consider this nationally, in your state, and
locally. Are there conferences, forums, and online opportunities for dialogue and support?
Human resources
Many nonprofits and dance companies do not have an official HR Department or HR Manager.
So, the question becomes then….Who manages some of these key tasks and topics? One
person or several people? The topics vary widely and include:
•
•
•

New hire paperwork, for staff members and independent contractors
New employee orientation
Benefits and employee perks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacation hours, sick hours, PTO (paid time off), jury duty, bereavement
Workers comp matters
Sexual harassment trainings, policies, and grievances
CPR, first aid, and AED training
Health insurance
Employee interpersonal issues, discussions, and mediation
Documenting incidents and complaints
Employee manual
Salary comparisons and adjustments
Sabbaticals

Here are a few related articles if HR is on your mind:
https://www.danceusa.org/ejournal/2012/11/25/employee-relations-basics-lessons-learnedin-dance-usa-s-institute-for-leadership-training
https://www.inc.com/encyclopedia/nonprofit-organizations-and-human-resourcesmanagement.html
Healthcare
At the moment of publishing this blog post, healthcare in the United States is in a tenuous
position.
For dancers and teaching artists, healthcare is of utmost importance. Whether your
organization provides a full benefit package, or a stipend per employee towards their health
insurance, thank you for considering the benefits for your employees.
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The Letter I:
This week, the letter I has a hefty list of ideas and words:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Income
Individual donors
Interns
Insurance
Injuries and injury reports
Independent contractors/IRS
Instagram
Informational interviews
Inclusion
Isolation
Interpersonal relations
Infrastructure
"Imaginative learning"
Inspiration
Institutional reinvention
"I" verbs: improve, increase, ignite, inspire, and a few more

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 16 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
I is for Income
For your organization, what is the balance between earned income (revenue) and contributed
income? There are many sources, both big and small. This list includes things that people pay
for (classes, workshops, memberships, tickets, and merchandise) as well as contributions
(individuals’ donations, corporate sponsors, and grants).
A few years ago, I made a spreadsheet for choreographers to use to make a simple yearly
budget. Read it again here:
http://blog.lifeasamoderndancer.com/2015/02/building-a-dance-company-creating-a-budgetfor-2015.html
Has your organization clearly articulated your goals in terms of donations, grants, and earned
income? For example, you might aim for 10% of your income this year coming from grants.
Find the number that works best for your organization and its mission. Income can vary widely
from organization to organization – some arts nonprofits exist on a model with 90% of their
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income coming from grants and donations, since much of their services are free of charge.
Other arts orgs heavily rely on earned income from things such as dance classes, youth
programs, and ticket sales.
One other consideration with income…….each year are you trying to increase income, or
maintain at a consistent amount? Your studio size, number of shows per year, etc. will dictate
your maximum earning potential. (For example, I run a dance center with 4 studios, but we
have almost reached our max in terms of number of classes we can run each week within our
current space.)
I is for Individual Donors
Related to the big topic of income, how many individuals donate to the organization or
department each year? How vibrant and robust are your email list, mailing list, Facebook Page,
and alumni network in general?
And, very importantly, how do you keep communication strong once individuals have donated?
I is for Interns
Interns can become an essential and valuable component within your organization. Internships
can be a win-win for a college student, graduate student, or any eager individual of any age. For
our organizations, which are notoriously understaffed, an additional temporary staff member
will add helping hands, fresh ideas, and teamwork to our organization.
A few cautionary words, though, on internships. Please think deeply to see if you can offer each
intern a stipend for their time and contributions. Additionally, Darren Walker’s New York
Times op-ed sheds light on the issue of “privilege” with internship programs. (Walker is the
current head of the Ford Foundation.) Taking Walker’s words to heart – how can you extend,
expand, and invite to widen the circle of opportunity for your internships?
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/05/opinion/breaking-a-cycle-that-allows-privilege-to-goto-privileged.html
I is for Insurance
Liability, health, fire, building, renter’s, earthquake…..lots of kinds of insurance! We need to
care for people and facilities. What do you have for your organization, building, and staff
members?
If artists or teachers rent your space, do you require that they have their own insurance?
Don’t forget about insurance matters related to:
•
•

Field trips
Carpooling
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•
•

Site-specific work
Renting a theater or space other than your own building

I is for Injuries and Injury Reports
This can be a detail that can be commonly overlooked --- whether you are operating a theater
or dance studio. But, timely and thorough documentation is necessary and responsible.
Consider making an injury report form for your organization. Key details to capture include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date
Time
Location of accident
People involved
Witnesses
Describe the circumstances
Describe in detail the person’s injury
Did the person hit their head? If yes, and the person is a child, you should always call
home to alert the family.
Did you call or speak with the family?
Did the person go to the hospital?

Keep a copy of this report for your records, and make sure that all employees know about this
form.
I is for Independent Contractors/IRS
Hiring someone as an independent contractor implies that it is temporary and finite. You pay
the person a paycheck, but no taxes are taken out. The artist will then need to file a Schedule C
when doing taxes, claim the income, and then pay taxes on the income. Many dancers will have
a variety of independent contractor gigs performing, teaching, choreographing, and writing.
Over the years, it has been shown that the IRS will go through waves of “cracking down” on
dance studios, yoga studios, etc. who have a lot of independent contractors. A colleague was
just sharing their dance studio’s situation this year related to this. Please take note that if you
are regularly asking a person to teach for you, especially several years in a row, that person is
no longer an independent contractor. This will be a red flag for the IRS.
I is for Instagram
In this age of social media, can an Instagram feed support your program and connect you with
your local community (or national or global community)? What would your Instagram photos
highlight and capture?
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Consider if you will need photo release forms to run an Instagram feed, especially if taking
photos of students under 18.
I is for Informational Interviews
As an arts administrator, or aspiring arts administrator, informational interviews are excellent
opportunities to connect with leaders in the field. Especially for a field with few formal degree
programs and books, informational interviews can answer big questions and curiosities. It can
be some of the cheapest professional development out there! I recently traveled to NYC and
set up three informational interviews with colleagues at comparable arts centers.
Many people will gladly sit down with you to share their experiences and help support future
arts administrators. Make sure to come prepared with a set of questions, and consider trying to
limit the time together to 30-45 minutes.
(I co-direct a 60-year-old nonprofit dance space in Berkeley, California. Feel free to come by
anytime for a site visit and informational interview. www.shawl-anderson.org)
I is for Inclusion
The word inclusion can refer to so many communities. What does inclusion mean to you ---considering your local community but also inwardly? Do all staff members feel included? Why
or why not? Let’s deeply consider: physical disabilities and accessibility, gender, sexual
orientation, cultural backgrounds, economic diversity, and intergenerational and
multigenerational work.
Read Dance/USA's statement on equity and inclusion here. Also from the Dance/USA website,
there is a thorough and thought-provoking piece called "A Model for Equity: Diversity and
Inclusion." Clarity and intention around the words and actions of diversity and inclusion must be
considered in our organizations.
I is for Isolation
Are you feeling isolated – geographically, or at your site? The nature of our work can make us
feel alone or solo. You might also be the only person at your site doing a particular job (ex.
grantwriting or handling student registrations). In this internet age, arts administrators can
break out of isolation through Facebook Groups, conferences like NDEO and Dance/USA, email
lists, and blogs. Starting an informal brown bag lunch series can bring arts administrators
together in your community once a month, or a few times a year.
I is for Interpersonal Relations (with Parents, Students, Board of Directors, Donors,
Community, Staff, and Faculty)
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Next, let’s take a few minutes to reflect on our interpersonal relations. Within your role, who
do you interact with on a regular basis? Using the "SWOT" model, what are your: strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats?
If you also consider your entire staff, how would you rate the interpersonal relations for each
staff member on a scale of 0-5, with 5 representing excellent and a strength of the employee.
Who are your role models for interpersonal relations?
I is for Infrastructure
Speaking of staff members.....how many people are on staff? What is the division of labor? How
many different hats does each employee wear?
What words and phrases would you use to describe your staffing right now? Lean, stable,
overwhelmed, spread thin, efficient, productive, collaborative...
A cautionary tale....growth and expansion means there needs to be employees supporting this
increase in students, registrations, scheduling, subbing, performances, foot traffic, and much
more for your organization. For each new addition, do employee hours need to increase? Will
the increase in income cover these costs?
And, how would you rate employees right now in terms of their workloads?
Two examples I have turned to for ideas include Tanner Dance and Mark Morris Dance Group.
On the Tanner Dance website, see how they clarify and describe "who does what":
http://www.tannerdance.utah.edu/about-us/administrative-staff/
And, check out this impressive org chart for Mark Morris (the company and the school):
http://markmorrisdancegroup.org/the-dance-group/about/staff
I is for Imaginative Learning
When I think about imagination, the arts, and arts education....I turn to Maxine Greene. Her
work, inquiry, and curiosity was the driving force for the Lincoln Center Institute (LCI) program
for decades. Check out her book of essays called Releasing the Imagination.
I also suggest checking out Andrew Taylor's article "Capacities for imaginative learning," which
highlights some essential components of the LCI work.
http://www.artsjournal.com/artfulmanager/main/capacities_for_imaginative_lea.php
Taylor himself notes in the article, "[The] nine 'Capacities for Imaginative Learning' offer some
useful language to define the goals of integrated arts education. But to my eye, they also
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describe the core competencies of a vibrant and engaged cultural organization, or even an
'artful manager.'"
Also from the LCI lineage emerged the book Imagination First: Unlocking the Power of
Possibility by Eric Liu and Scott Noppe-Brandon.
I is for Inspiration
For many of the artist profiles here on the blog, I ask questions such as:
What was the last show that really inspired you?
Current inspiration and curiosities:
I have come back to Jeanine Durning's response to this topic many times over the years:
It’s an interesting question these days. I really believe that being inspired is a practice and takes
work, that it doesn’t just happen, or is given to me, and I really take that on as an audience
member – to meet the performance on its own terms. I’m usually inspired by anything or
anyone who is purely generous, purely committed, where I feel something is at stake for them,
when someone is “all in,” when I’m not treated like an idiot, where an aspect of humanity –
whether that’s terrifying or joyful – is revealed to me, not because the choreographer or
performer want me to see it, or is forcing it on me, but because it emerges as a result of truly
being fully inside something. That usually has nothing to do with being “smart” or witty or
ironic. The question reminds me of a Chuck Close quote I recently saw, something like:
Inspiration is for amateurs. The rest of us just get to work.
I is for Institutional Reinvention
Today, I was browsing medium.com for some of Deborah Cullinan's recent pieces. Deborah is
the vibrant leader of the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco. Here is the link to
her piece entitled "It's Time for Institutional Reinvention." Click here.
With your institution:
•
•
•
•
•

What is the institutional history?
What is the institutional stability?
Why reinvent or reimagine your institution?
How are you relevant?
How are you financially stable in the current economy, political climate, and funding
environment?

"I" Verbs: Improve, Implement, Invest, Incubate, and More....
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Last, here is an interesting list of 15 verbs that begin with the letter "i." Consider offering this
list to your staff or board at the next meeting. Ask each person to select one of the words that
resonates for them right now with your organization; have each person share for a minute.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increase
improve
institutionalize
implement
infuse
inform
interrogate
invent
invest
ignite
instigate
incubate
imagine
innovate
inspire
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The letters J and K:
•
•
•
•

Job titles
Job descriptions
Job postings
"Keep/Stop/Start" evaluation format

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these words. Even before reading further,
you might want to take the list of 4 ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What
do these words and phrases mean to you at your organization?
J is for Job Titles
Director, Coordinator, Manager.....Teaching Artist, Arts Specialist, Teacher, Instructor.....
What are the current titles used at your organization? Is there a clear pathway for growth and
leadership? Can an employee spend the next 10 years moving
from coordinator to manager to director?
For the sake of inspiration and reflection, I encourage you to check out a few examples here;
each link goes to an organization's staff page.
Luna Dance Institute in Berkeley, CA
The Dance Complex in Boston, MA
Destiny Arts Center in Oakland, CA
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company in Salt Lake City, UT
American Dance Festival in Durham, NC
Also, I want to highlight the innovative model that Kyle Abraham's company Abraham.In.Motion - is using. They have dancers as administrators as well. Read more here in a
previous post with Company Manager Hillary Kooistra:
http://blog.lifeasamoderndancer.com/2016/04/becoming-an-arts-administrator-5-questionsfor-hillary-kooistra-of-kyla-abrahamabrahaminmotion.html
J is for Job Descriptions
Hand in hand with the job titles, there are the job descriptions. To state an obvious question,
do you have on hand a written job description for each of your employees? If someone left next
week, are you prepared? A job description ideally lists: needed traits/qualities, needed skills,
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experience desired, work hours, travel required, benefits, who do you report to and who do
you supervise, etc.
To find out more about other arts administrators around the country, check out these previous
posts:
Ashley Peters, Accounts Manager and HR Staff Liaison at Gibney Dance
Ashley Thorndike-Youssef, Executive Director of Now Next Dance
Becky Radway, Associate Artistic Director/Managing Director of Triskelion Arts
Caroline Yost, Development Associate of Elisa Monte Dance
Daniel Charon, Artistic Director of Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
David Leventhal, Program Director for Dance for PD
Gigi Arrington, Education Director at Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Hillary Kooistra, Company Manager of Abraham.In.Motion
Kathryn Humphreys, Director of Education, Youth and Community Programs at Hubbard Street
Dance
Kelsey Favret, Development Associate at ADF (American Dance Festival)
Laura Faure, Director of the Bates Dance Festival
Leah Cox, Dean of ADF (and Former Director of New York Live Arts/Bard College partnership)
Lucia Scheckner, Education Director at the Brooklyn Arts Exchange
Nicolle Wasserman, Director of School Administration at ADF
Sarah Crowell, Artistic Director at Destiny Arts Center
Tiffany Rea-Fisher, Artistic Director of Elisa Monte Dance
J is for Job Postings
And, when you are looking for a new employee, or searching for work yourself....where do you
look and post? I suggest the following national venues:
•
•
•
•

Dance/USA email list
NDEO (National Dance Education Organization) email list
Arts Education Partnership email list
If you send me a posting, I will share through the Life as a Modern Dancer Facebook
Page (email randalldanceprojects@gmail.com)
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K is for "Keep/Stop/Start" Evaluation Format
The letter K is a little lean, but the idea of "Keep/Stop/Start" is a great one to consider. When
doing evaluations, you can employ this idea with several people involved. Let's say it is time for
my own evaluation (I am the Artistic Director of a nonprofit dance center...) The Board asks me
to reflect and write about what I want to:
•
•
•

KEEP doing - my strengths, my work habits, my leadership, my projects...
STOP doing - areas of weakness and inefficiency, work pulling away from the mission
and goals for the year...
START doing - dreams/goals/aspirations, new skills to build, new projects and initiatives,
new goals...

This simple activity could then be completed about me by one or two board members and one
or two colleagues (such as our Executive Director and Education Director). During my
evaluation meeting, we can discuss what we each wrote, the similarities and differences, and
create new goals and areas of growth for the coming year.
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The letter L:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living Transition Plan
Leadership
Long range plans
Local funding options
Liability
Lifespan of an organization

--------------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of 6 ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
L is for Living Transition Plan
In 2015, the Bay Area service organization Dancers' Group published a "living transition plan."
This document is a gem - part personal reflection and part gift to the field in general. It is a
valuable tool for your own organization to read and consider, even if leadership transitions feel
a few years off.
http://dancersgroup.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Dancers-Group-Living-TransitionPlan.pdf
L is for Leadership
In case you missed it, in 2016 the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation published the report
called "Moving Arts Leadership Forward: A Changing Landscape." Hewlett Program Officer
Emiko Ono is its author, and this 26-page report is another gem for the field (alongside the
Living Transition Plan).
The report considers, questions, and unpacks arts leadership models from the past and what
the field wants and needs in current times. As John McGuirk states in the Foreword:
Leadership that flows from the vision of a single individual has served the nonprofit arts sector
well for a generation or more. But to be able to effectively respond to an increasingly
demanding environment, organizations not only must adapt, they must be adaptive. Individuals
with the responsibility, and the authority, to ensure that their organizations continue to thrive
should invite their colleagues - people who care deeply about the mission of their organizations
and understand their unique value to the communities they serve - to participate meaningfully
in shaping the future of those organizations. In other words, they should invite them to share
leadership.
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Key terms from the report include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reimagining leadership
early-career leaders
mid-career leaders
late-career leaders
distributed leadership
internally facing leadership
externally facing leadership

The report concludes with a simple quiz to take to help nonprofits identify the leadership
structure in their organization at the moment. Read more here:
http://www.hewlett.org/library/moving-arts-leadership-forward-a-changing-landscape/
L is for Long Range Plans
Long range planning is about your organization or school, and also your own career path. What
are the ideas, dreams, and goals on the table for 5 years from now and 10 years from now?
Long range plans might be about infrastructure growth, program growth, facility expansion, or
an endowment. What is your impact? What is your legacy?
It can be ideal to reflect once a year about your own long range plans - both personally and
professionally.
L is for Local Funding Options
Rebecca A. Ferrell (Assistant to the Head, and Director of Public Relations and Engagement, at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) recently shared a few thoughts on funding your
program or project:
I always encourage my students to use resources closest to them first. Many people do not
even realize how many amazing funding sources there are in their local communities. This was
absolutely true of my dancers here at U of I. While our current BFA dance students at Dance at
Illinois have the opportunity to apply for a number of scholarships for the development of
creative work and physical practice opportunities through the Department of Dance, they also
have access to multiple funding sources at a campus and/or university level. In the past 3 years
we have had 10 BFA dance students receive funding from the Office of Undergraduate
Research, the College of Fine and Applied Arts, and the James Scholar Program. This is a huge
jump for previous dance recipients. Many times awardees of university research grants go to
students in STEM majors because students studying the arts do not think their practice meets
the eligibility requirements. But they absolutely do! It is incredible to see young dancers
receiving research grants for their choreographic study alongside bioengineers, especially at an
R1 institute.
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Most local communities also have arts councils and organizations that fund projects directly
involving their communities. This could range from space grants to full financial support for a
new work. While bigger cities such as NYC and Chicago have many funding resources for their
local artists, even smaller cities like Urbana, IL have an arts grants program.
Sixteen "city guides" have been published on Life as a Modern Dancer over the years, and many
list local funding and arts council details. Find out more here about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boston
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Portland, OR
Chicago
Columbus, OH
Salt Lake City
San Francisco Bay Area
Dayton/Cincinnati, OH
Washington, DC
Austin, TX
Durham, NC
Detroit, MI
Minneapolis/Saint Paul
Milwaukee

L is for Liability
In dance, we have to cover our bases to take care of our staff, students, and guests in our
spaces. There are injuries and accidents. Consider both events onsite as well as field trips,
carpools, site-specific choreography, outdoor events, and travel. What is your insurance? Do
people sign a waiver? If artists rent your space for rehearsals, workshops, or performances - do
you require proof of liability insurance? (FYI...the company K and K Insurance offers reasonable
liability insurance for artists:
https://www.kandkinsurance.com/sites/Fitness/Pages/Dance-Instructors.aspx)
L is for "Lifespan of an Organization"
Lastly, DC-based arts administrator Ashley Thorndike-Youssef challenges us to consider some
hard questions and realities:
Lifespan: Does your organization need to exist indefinitely? What are the markers of either
success or un-sustainability? How will you transition your staff/intellectual
property/board/financials? How can we re-conceptualize organizations with a sense of gestalt,
rather than always fearing "founder's syndrome?"
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The letter M:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing
Mission statements
Mentoring
Managing staff
Manager/Managing Director/Business Manager
Micro/macro topics and tasks
Movement and meditation in meetings

---------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of 7 ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
M is for Marketing
Fernando Maneca, Communications and Marketing Director at the Brooklyn Arts Exchange,
recently shared a key concept:
Know the difference between selling the organizational brand and selling specific products
(classes, programs, services, event tickets, swag, etc). We tend to be really good at the later and
often forget the former.
Take some time to look at your logo, website, print materials, and ads. Also, what about tshirts, stickers, and bags? What purpose does marketing serve in 2017 for you?
Do a visual survey of all of these items - what words come to mind to describe the organization
and its offerings? Try to list out 10 descriptors. You could do this as an activity in a staff
meeting.
Beyond items....there is content and the writing which describes it. Press releases and calendar
listings are key documents to create, post on your website, and share in the community with
publications and dance writers. Press releases and calendar listings provide information about
upcoming performances, festivals, workshops, and more.
Taking a course or workshop in your community can be very helpful. If that is not an option in
the near future, there is also a resource out there to lead you through the process. It is money
well spent.
Dancers' Group is the service organization for the Bay Area dance community. They
created Public Relations & Marketing: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. This information is accessible and
useful throughout the United States. This easy to read and apply document is 30 pages explaining marketing, public relations, components of a press release, writing tips, and more.
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The booklet costs $15 for Dancers' Group members and $30 for non-members. Considering
how few places you can learn this information - which you can use for years and years to come spend the money for the guide.
Click here to read more and to purchase the guide.
Second, consider getting Michael M. Kaiser's book The Cycle: A Practical Approach to Managing
Arts Organizations. There are so few books explaining and exploring arts administration; this
one contains valuable marketing ideas.
In terms of marketing efforts and tasks, is this work spread out through the organization? Or is
there a Marketing Coordinator or Marketing Director? For smaller arts organizations, is it a
group effort? Has that been explicitly stated lately?
M is for Mission Statements
Mission statements - the heart of each organization. What are you doing, and for whom? What
makes you different than other schools or organizations in your community, or on a national
level? Ideally all of the work - and all of the initiatives - continue to keep a direct line back to
this mission statement.
Here are a few examples:
From Camille A. Brown and Dancers:
Committed to implementing and advancing the artistic vision of Camille A. Brown, Camille A.
Brown & Dancers creates and presents performances, offers dance engagement activities, and
investigates historical and contemporary cultural, personal, and social justice issues through the
art of dance theater, in order to provide a multi-faceted platform for sharing and building
understanding of and appreciation for the African American experience and fostering
interaction and dialogue among diverse communities in our hometown of NYC, across the
country, and globally.
These opportunities are possible because of the serious movers and incredible performers in the
company who are able to act and dance, step into the world of history, and come soaring into
the present.
From Triskelion Arts:
Triskelion Arts has a two-fold mission as a 501(c)3, non-profit organization: To foster the
development and presentation of the performing arts by providing quality, affordable,
accessible rehearsal, class, and performance space to the general public and to provide
opportunities to the arts community, especially choreographers, for the creation and
presentation of new work.
From the Dance Department at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:
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The mission of Dance at Illinois is to promote and expand the role of dance in contemporary
culture. Utilizing a range of experimental and canonic approaches, we generate choreographic,
pedagogical, performative, and scholarly research that shapes educational and public
programming. We explore the dynamic intersections between research and teaching in
academic, professional, and community settings. We forge imaginative, innovative, and
sustainable lives as artists and educators through the transformational processes of dance.
Check out 11 more examples here.
M is for Mentor/Mentoring
In your role and at this moment in time, are you serving as a mentor or seeking mentorship?
Especially invaluable in the field of arts administration - which has so few formal training
programs and publications - mentors offer support, dialogue, guidance, examples, and
resources.
M is for Managing Staff
Like managing a cast for a project and shaping your work of art, managing staff requires time,
care, and a lot of trial and error.
Take 10 minutes to reflect on prior work experiences in your own life. Who were your
managers? What were their strengths and weaknesses? What has left a lasting impression on
you?
Words synonymous with managing include: supervising, overseeing, evaluating, leading, and
coordinating. Related to the last topic....where does mentoring fit in here too?
Managing staff relates to task delegation, creating work schedules, evaluation of projects and
employee performance, leading meetings, making informal and formal observations, and
offering feedback.
M is for Manager/Managing Director/Business Manager
Many job titles actually relate to management. Here are some ideas and examples from a
variety of arts organizations for the sake of comparison.
From Abraham.In.Motion:
Company Manager: Hillary Kooistra
Production Manager: Dan Stearns
Finance Manager: Lucy Mallett
From Destiny Arts Center (Oakland, CA):
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Grants Manager, Senior Programs Manager, Onsite Programs Manager, Business & Operations
Manager, Communications and Programs Manager.
I also encourage you to take a few moments to look at the staff page for Gibney Dance in NYC.
This includes people working for the school and for the company. Managers, directors,
assistants, and interns:
https://gibneydance.org/about/people/
Susan Medak, the Managing Director of Berkeley Rep (theater), recently wrote this related
article for American Theatre. It is entitled, "Administrators Can Be Visionaries Too." Read
it here.
M is for Micro/Macro Topics and Tasks
As a leader for an arts organization, this might be one of the biggest and most continuous
challenges in your role. How do you balance being "all in" and "all hands on deck" with events
and projects, yet still keep a keen eye on the mission and vision of the organization (as well as
goals, strategic plan, and local and national issues of relevance).
It might mean literally putting into your planner once a week for an hour of deep thinking and
reflecting - through journaling, taking a walk, reading a relevant book, or talking with a mentor.
We must hold onto this concept - as weeks and months simply slip by ticking off items from the
"to do" list.
Related....where is your organization at? Let's take a pulse here. What "mode" or "state" are
you in? Which word describes your organization?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building
Developing
Growing
Maintaining
Managing
Streamlining
Pruning
Surviving
Diminishing
Repairing
Rebuilding
Re-envisioning
Thriving
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M is for Movement and Meditation
Sarah Crowell, Artistic Director of the Destiny Arts Center, reminds us to consider incorporating
movement and meditation into meetings of all kinds. This simple and essential idea will keep us
grounded in the essence of our work - embodiment and intention.
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The letters N and O:
•

Net income

•

Non-profits versus for-profits

•

Networking

•

Operating budget

•

Org chart

•

Organization size and budget

•

Outreach

•

Offsite work time

---------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of 8 ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
N is for Net Income
For everyone in your office, do all of these basic financial terms roll off the tongue (with
confidence): net income, gross income, profit, loss, restricted funds, unrestricted funds,
deferred income, reserve, etc.?
"Net income" refers to the money the organization/school earns after all of the expenses have
been paid. For green employees, the gross income figure can be very deceiving; it can look large
and "successful" (but quickly diminishes after handling paying employees, payroll taxes,
supplies, marketing, etc.).
N is "Non-Profits Vs. For-Profits"
Within the arts, we will see both for-profit and non-profit schools, companies, and theaters.
What has your organization decided to be its status?
Do all of your employees know the basic distinguishing characteristics between the two --- in
terms of taxes, donations, community obligations, and "ownership" and governance? If you are
a non-profit, does every employee understand the power and importance of the Board of
Directors?
N is for Networking
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What are the opportunities locally, statewide, and nationally to connect with colleagues? This is
valuable for you and all of your staff members. How do we learn from the field, ask questions,
seek information, and stay inspired? Who is mentoring and being mentored?
National organizations to consider connecting with immediately include Dance/USA and
the National Dance Education Organization (journals, email lists, and annual conferences).
O is for Operating Budget
When I ask a colleague, "What is your operating budget?"....I am seeking a figure to gain a
sense of the size of the organization. Is it $500,000? $30,000? $2 million?
This implies an idea of what it takes to have a balanced budget of income and expenses. How
much does it take to "run" your business or school?
(And a reminder.....this term refers to a balanced budget. Some years an organization is
working towards making money; some years an arts organization might decide to lose some
money in order to make some changes or programmatic/staffing leaps for that given year.)
O is for Org Chart
Whether your "org chart" is an internal document or a public document on your website or
posted in your facility....who is leading, directing, managing, supervising, and coordinating?
What are the job titles and roles....as well as teams within the organization?
Many, many arts administrators have broad titles and technically wear many hats. I myself am
an Artistic Director of a non-profit dance center. Some days I am also a project manager,
marketing coordinator, facilitator, outreach coordinator, social media coordinator, and
teacher.
Two organizations to look to for ideas include Mark Morris and Gibney Dance. These org charts
show positions related to the company, building, and school. There are many people at each
site and clearly delineated roles and job titles.
Mark Morris (company, school, facility)
Gibney Dance (company, school, theater)
O is for Organization Size and Budget
"Organization size and budget" goes hand-in-hand with the two prior topics of operating
budget and org chart. How big (or how small) are you in terms of programming, classes,
workshops, students served, number of annual performances, scholarship fund, annual
donations, and such?
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Right now, what organizations are comparable to you locally and nationally in terms of size and
budget? (It can be very futile constantly comparing your site to much larger or much smaller
ones. Try to find solid comparables....)
And, in terms of your community --- how do you define small, medium, and large organizations
in your community?
O is for Outreach
This term - "outreach" - can be a source of confusion. What does "outreach" mean to you, your
colleagues, and your organization? Is there a clear divide between participants and community
members? Who and what are you reaching out to? How? Why?
How does this work relate to and promote the mission of your organization?
And ultimately, how are you sharing dance with more people each year? What about equity
and inclusion? And access?
O is for Offsite Work Time
"Offsite work time" might referring to working from home, telecommuting, or simply working
on your laptop at a coffee shop.
For many arts organizations, allowing employees anywhere from 1/2 a day a week - to two full
days offsite a week - can be supportive and productive for a variety of reasons:
•
•
•

Consider where your employees live. Would working from home 1-2 days a week
alleviate some of the stress of the commute?
How much space do you have at your site? Might working from home help with the
space crunch?
How noisy is your site? How often are people interrupted? Can offsite time promote
quiet, flow, productivity, and bigger picture thinking?
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The letter P:

• Physically integrated dance
• Pay scales
• Pay raises
• Policies
• PR
• Participation
• Prioritizing
• Partnerships
• Post-performance and post-project meetings
• Professional development and professional learning communities
• Programming
• Projects and programs
• Plateau
• Positives, potential, and personal/professional goals
---------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
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P is for Physically Integrated Dance
In 2017 The Future of Physically Integrated Dance in the USA was published through AXIS Dance
Company and Dance/USA. Following artist Judy Smith's vision, this document brings together
conversations, convenings, and research throughout the past few years. This comprehensive
document considers training for both performers and choreographers as well as articulating the
priorities within physically integrated dance. The Future of Physically Integrated Dance in the
USA celebrates the work of the past decade but quickly challenges us to face the list of
priorities and needs, as well as an inclusive vision for dance making, performance, and training
in the United States.
Find the 48-page PDF document here.
P is for Pay Scales
Once a year, or every few years, are you able to assess the pay scales for all arts administrators,
teachers, technicians, and accompanists on staff? How do you stay competitive? Who can you
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turn to locally and nationally for confidential conversations about pay scales for various job
positions?
P is for Pay Raises
Linked closely with the concept of "pay scales," pay raises are important to assess and
articulate each year. It is important to set up that there might not be a pay increase every year.
If you have done your research on pay scales, sometimes people might be at the top of their
pay scale range for their job.
Please also carefully consider cost of living increases of 2-5% per year.
To read more about pay raises for teachers, check out this August 2016 article in Dance Studio
Life Magazine:
Tell It Like It Is: A System Of Teacher Evaluations And Pay Increases Promotes Communication
And Job Satisfaction - By Jill Randall
P is for Policies
Policies create clarity, professionalism, and parity. Consider the following for your
administrative staff and teaching staff, as well as board-related policies:
For staff:
• Sick time/sick pay
• Vacation requests
• Time off to perform or show work
• Purchases/reimbursements
• Number of subs you can have each semester/# of missed classes
• Staff benefits: use of space, free or discounted classes, perks for your family members
For the board:
• Investment policy
• Reserve/rainy day policy
• Spending limit for staff, before needing to get board approval
For students:
• Refund/credit policy for classes and workshops
• Injury policy
• Absences, and how this relates to upcoming performances/roles students have in
productions
P is for PR
"PR" is different than marketing. Public relations can contain "feel good stories" and human
interest articles. The idea is to share, connect, and widen the circle of dancers and dance
enthusiasts alike.
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As shared on the blog in January 2015, here are some ideas about PR (and marketing) for dance
companies:
"Marketing" and "public relations" (PR) are interrelated terms. But, what do they mean for a
dance company? And ultimately, what are you doing - PR and marketing wise - for your
upcoming show? Once the wheels are in motion for the next project, a choreographer must
develop her artwork as well as marketing and PR plans months in advance of the performance
dates.
MARKETING
Marketing is building awareness that an event exists and building connections with the
potential audience. Very concretely, you have to have your show dates, times, space, and ticket
prices in order. One component is selling, and in our dance world this mainly means ticket sales.
"Marketing materials" provide all of the basic information about the show - plus hopefully a
compelling title and photo or two. This usually includes a:
• Postcard
• Poster
• Website
• Facebook Event Page
The marketing material provides the who, what, where, and when.
How can people purchase tickets - online, in person, or just at the door? As soon as you have
your dates, I suggest lining up how people can purchase tickets. Brown Paper Tickets is used by
many modern dance companies for online ticket sales.
Is there a group rate for the event, so that college classes and high school groups can reserve a
block of tickets? Do they contact you directly?
As for photos, whether a friend snaps some images or you spend a few hundred on a photo
shoot, these images will be used on the postcard, web, and any press you receive. How can
they be eye catching and unique? When someone picks up your postcard, what 3 words might
she use to describe your upcoming event? How do these selected images convey the look, feel,
and theme of your show?
As Michael M. Kaiser wrote in his book, The Cycle: A Practical Approach to Managing Arts
Organizations,
Design is a crucial element of the marketing effort as well. As arts organizations, our marketing
materials should be beautiful and creative and well designed. They also need to be readable especially by our target audiences - and convey a spirit of excitement and artistic
accomplishment. I have often complained about the proposed design of marketing materials
when the pages are too full of too-small type. It is difficult for many in our audience to decipher
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the information contained in these advertisements and brochures, and many simply stop trying
(43).
PUBLIC RELATIONS/PR
Public relations uses the marketing materials - plus more materials - to get the word out about
your show, your art, and what you are exploring. These might be stories about the
choreographer, the company, or some other component of the project that catches a writers'
attention.
PR relates to newspapers, websites, calendar listings, social media, and dance writers and
dance critics in general. You are connecting with the community in the weeks leading up to
your show.
Public relations work involves conversations, emails, interviews, and writing of articles and
show previews. Ideally, we want people finding out about our work, getting curious, and
ultimately attending our shows.
Whenever possible, getting a commitment from a local dance writer to attend your
performance is ideal.
PR work includes:
• Writing a press release, plus uploading it to your website and getting copies to local dance
critics (here are examples on the Joe Goode Performance Group website)
• Submitting the basic show information for calendar listings to local newspapers and websites
(usually a few months prior to the performances)
• Using social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) to promote your work
• Crafting emails and email newsletters to your email list, friends, family, and colleagues
• Developing a press section on your website (here are examples from AXIS Dance
Company and Hope Mohr Dance); the media kit provides bios, articles, pictures, and
more about the company
• Creating a few hard copy "press kits" to have on hand to provide to dance writers at the
performances
Your local dance service organization (like Dancers' Group in the San Francisco Bay Area) might
already have a local guide for choreographers related to marketing, public relations, key
contacts, and key deadlines. This will streamline the work for you!
Ultimately, your marketing and PR work is about audience development and community
engagement. This is an ongoing process. Be patient with yourself as you learn the basics: key
contacts, timelines, and how to write a press release. Your initial research and work will
become valuable information you will use again and again in years to come.
P is for Participation
This is beautifully related to PR....who "participates" at your site? What does
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participation/engagement look like? Are these temporary or one-time things, or long-term
participation over the course of the year or a few years?
And more broadly speaking....Who gets to participate in dance? How, when, where, and why?
P is for Prioritizing
Ah, prioritizing. Eyes on the prize, goal, or dream. The ties back to the mission.
How do you and your employees set priorities each week or month? Is this articulated in
meetings? Can priorities be written out at the top of meeting agendas, or posted on the wall?
Fifty things can easily distract us each and every week. Working together to articulate and
accomplish priorities is a team effort.
P is for Partnerships
There are a few related words that get easily tossed around these days: collaboration,
collaborations, team, community partners, and partnerships.
A "partnership" implies an intentional, mutual relationship bringing together two or more
organizations and schools. There is a benefit to both, and a belief that working together
strengthens the work and widens the circle.
Who are your community partners? How long have these relationships existed?
If you could build one or two more partnerships over the next year, who would it be with?
P is for Post-Performance and Post-Project Meetings
We all are working at such a fast pace; are you able to build in time after each big project,
event, or performance to debrief, reflect, and celebrate? The protocols within the Critical
Friends Group work are ideal for these conversations (to facilitate structured and supportive
meetings). Here is one that you can try out (on pages 4 and 5):
http://www.nsrfharmony.org/sites/default/files/2014.January.Connections.pdf
P is for Professional Development and Professional Learning Communities (PLCs)
Professional development - and collegiality and inspiration - needs to remain top priority within
your department or organization. And, there are many creative ways to gain professional
development, from large conferences to site visits and informational interviews. Ideas include:
• Conferences through Dance/USA, NDEO, and Americans for the Arts
• Online courses
• Low-residency MFA and MA options (like Goucher's MA in Arts Administration)
• Observing classes and other teachers
• Site visits to other campuses and arts organizations
• Informational interviews with colleagues in the field
Taking a cue from the K-12 educational realm, professional learning communities (PLCs) are a
transferrable concept to use within the arts as well. Essentially, a group of people decide on a
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few topics of interest/curiosity/growth. People select one group to be a part of, and leadership
is built within the groups (not just the heads of organizations or departments leading all of the
meetings). For example, at a dance center you might have a few PLCs that are exploring: levels,
interns/internships, assessment of programs, and building a peer mentoring program. PLCs
might meet once a month for 4-12 months.
Read more about PLCs on edutopia.org:
Collaboration Is at the Heart of PLCs
How to Create a Professional Learning Community
Give Your Teacher Team a Boost
P is for Programming
Classes, master classes, workshops, performances, symposiums, panels...
Describe the quantity: sparse, full, over full, balanced
Describe the content: new, controversial, risky, typical, common, repeat, expected, unexpected
Describe the participants: regular community, new participants, the age of the group, the age
range
Michael M. Kaiser's book The Cycle: A Practical Approach to Managing Arts
Organizations unpacks programming choices, highlighting the risks and opportunities. Find the
book here.
P is for Projects and Programs
It is also valuable to take a few minutes and jot down all of the projects and programs you have
going on right now. What is temporary? What is long-term? What is the value of both? Which
are public?
P is for Plateau
In general, we exist under the assumption of more --- more funding, more donations, more
performances, more students. But, realistically, at a certain point your organization or school
might plateau. You might reach the limit that the market can bear, or how many people your
studio or theater can literally fit in the space.
Have you and your employees talked openly about the idea of plateauing?
P is for Positives, Potential, and Personal/Professional Goals
Three fruitful reflection questions can be for yourself, or for a future staff meeting....
Positives. List out some "positives" of your staffing structure right now. List out some
"positives" of your programming....
Potential for.... This can be a useful journaling activity, or start of a staff meeting. Brainstorm
for a few minutes and begin each sentence with "potential for...". What might happen at your
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organization? These could be positive or negative actions, opportunities, or outcomes. Can you
generate 10 ideas?
Personal and professional goals. Last, consider journaling for 15 minutes about your personal
and professional goals for the next 5 years. Plus, do you have the opportunity to discuss this
with your mentor, close friend, or significant other? What are your goals in terms of job title,
responsibilities, income level, and job site?
And a few other "P words" to consider....
• Process vs. product; process vs. performance
• Pride. What are sources of pride for your organization or school?
• Productivity. What does it mean to have a productive week? A productive year?
• Words for organizations and administrators: productive, persistent; perseverance, patience,
pitfalls, pace, profitability
• P verbs: produce, perform, promote, professionalize, participate, present
• P job titles*: Production Manager, Publicist, PR Coordinator, Program Director, Producer,
Performer, Panelist, Professor, Presenter
• "P items" on your website: photos, photo gallery, press, press kits, press releases,
performance calendar
--*Check out this self-assessment/job survey here.
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The letters Q and R:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quickbooks
Quotes
Questions
Recruitment
Revenue sources
Restricted funds
Reserve/rainy day fund
Retirement
Research and reports
Reflection
Risk management
Residencies
Retreat
Reading list

---------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
Q is for Quickbooks
For many arts organization, Quickbooks remains the main option for accounting of income and
expenses. As Hillary Kooistra, Company Manager for Abraham.In.Motion, recently shared:
I actually took the Quickbooks training through one of our Dancer Development Program
seminars...this was one of 8 seminars designed specifically for our dancers to strengthen their
administrative skill sets (they also took seminars in pedagogy, marketing/branding, building a
website, and more). The Quickbooks training was through the Actor's Fund.
Q is for Quotes
A simple concept - but helpful for yourself and your staff. Keep a quote at your desk or start off
a meeting with an idea or two.
•
•
•

Check out quotes pulled from the past 5 years and the 150+ artist profiles on the blog.
Click here.
Check out the Dance and Change ideas shared each month throughout calendar year
2017 (post-election art making). Click here.
Also, as we continue as a field to talk about our lives as teaching artists, and what this
phrase "teaching artist" means....read these 50 beautiful quotes as well.
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Q is for Questions
Just as the Lincoln Center Institute's model of aesthetic education offers a "line of inquiry" into
a work of art, what would you say is your main guiding question these days at your site?
To quote the incredible, questioning artist Liz Lerman,
Since our institutions are failing all around us, artistic practice is truly one of the
great opportunities to make our worlds better. I for one am willing to give up our specialness
in order to be more engaged. This can be small and tiny (like teaching dance in a senior center
once a week) or it can be large scale (changing curriculum or even the way we think artists
should act in the world)…
And also, having just been part of a festival of dance in NYC in the past few days, a real request
that we question ourselves. What are we doing? Why? Why this movement here? Why this
dance now? Asking questions is a way to revive the self, and renew the world around us. At
least that has been my experience.
R is for Recruitment
Considering a higher ed lens, how are you recruiting students? What is your mission and vision
with your students? How are you supporting equity, inclusion, and accessibility? Logistically,
what is your budget for advertising, marketing materials, presentations locally and nationally at
high schools, and through social media platforms? Concretely, how many students do you need
enrolled in the program next year (undergraduate students, dance minors, and masters
students)?
If you are an organization with internships, how are you recruiting for these positions as well?
This also relates to accessibility and information about the programs and opportunities. Please
consider reading Darren Walker's op-ed about internships from the New York Times:
Internships are Not a Privilege
R is for Revenue Sources
Revenue sources - how many ways do you receive funding and generate income? Can you
diversify it further? What are restricted and nonrestricted funds? It is a worthwhile exercise as
well to open up a blank Excel spreadsheet and input these numbers to create a pie chart of all
of the revenue sources. What do you notice?
For artists with companies, here is a simple template of a budget, which already lists several
potential revenue sources:
http://blog.lifeasamoderndancer.com/2015/02/building-a-dance-company-creating-a-budgetfor-2015.html
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R is for Restricted Funds
Related to revenue, what is a restricted fund for your organization? Does every staff member
understand the parameters and guidelines related to this funding? It is of utmost importance to
follow through with all restricted funds from foundations and individual donors to see an idea
through to fruition and use the money as described.
R is for Reserve/Rainy Day Fund
A reserve - or "rainy day fund" - is your organization's cushion in case of major events or
disasters. If an earthquake happened, and you had to shut down, could you still cover costs for
a few months? Your board should set a reserve policy for clarity and commitment. You base this
figure on your operating budget. How much does it cost to run the organization each month? In
general the reserve should cover at least 3 months of operating expenses, or even upwards of 6
months.
R is for Retirement
Established, sizable nonprofits and schools will have the ability to offer retirement programs,
and possibly matches as well.
If not, what are other creative ways to still support this conversation about saving for
retirement?
Reposted here is text from the August 2015 blog post on this topic:
Saving for retirement is a grey area for many dancers. While holding down multiple freelance
gigs, dancers usually do not have one main employer and the opportunity for a formal 401(K)
program. But, that does not mean that dancers should not take this on on their own. Whether
you are 22, 30, or 40, it's never too late or too early to begin saving. Many artists who have
been profiled on the blog over the past 3 years have suggested to begin saving early.
I asked my financially savvy spouse to help with today's post. You can go to your bank to set up
some form of a retirement plan, such as an IRA, or even online through Schwab or Vanguard.
The following link from CNN Money also offers some basic information and a retirement
calculator. The information is sobering; definitely consider talking this through in person with a
family member, friend who works in finance, or someone at your bank. Click here. (Just a
reminder....during retirement you will collect social security as well as use the money in
your retirement savings.) Forbes.com also published an accessible article on this topic as well.
The key is the compounding of the money. The longer the money is in the bank, the better the
benefit.
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Personally, I probably started my IRA in my early 30s. It was not until age 34 that I was in a job
that offered a 401(K) program (plus a match). And a word about matches from your employer if your employer does match some of the money you place into your 401(K), I highly suggest
maximizing this benefit. For example, an employer might offer to match up to 5% of
your annual salary. It is a gift to you (free money) - potentially several thousand dollars a year
on top of your salary.
Ultimately, you need to decide how much you can comfortably tuck away each month. Even
beginning with $25 or $50 a month clearly benefits you. For many dancers, the thought of
putting away 10% of your income each month might not be possible while in your 20s.
Here is an example. If a dancer puts aside $50 a month from age 25 until age 65, that money
compounds to be $119,781 (with a 7% average annual return). Starting early clearly will have its
benefits. Compare this to starting at age 35 (ending at 65 with $56,676) and starting at age 45
(ending with $24,597). You will want to save more than $50 a month when you can, and reach
that ideal number of saving 10% of your annual income each year, but you get the idea. Starting
early is important.
R is for Research and Reports
If your site is not actively conducting research, consider look to a few other organizations to
find relevant documents and data to support your own work and advocacy, including:
SNAAP - Strategic National Arts Alumni Project
ArtsEdSearch
Americans for the Arts (including economic impact of the arts)
National Endowment for the Arts
Dance/USA
R is for Reflection
Reflection....so integral to our work as arts leaders. Whether a monthly activity to reflect, or a
weekly one, reflection deepens our work and asks us to pause for a few minutes from our busy
schedules. Through reflection, can we maximize each opportunity, each project....instead of just
crossing it off the list and rushing into the next thing?
Kathryn Humphreys (Director of Hubbard Street Education, Youth & Community Programs)
recently shared:
I like to ask if what we are doing is moving the work forward. If our systems are helpful or
getting in the way. What have we learned this year? What do we want to know? Does our
programming still fit the biggest need? Are we teaching our students to be dancers and
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choreographers (which seems so obvious, but I think it's important to reflect on the most basic
goals). Are our students learning what we intended them to learn? I like to make sure we
position ourselves as learners alongside our students and that we create opportunities to share
(and notice) our ah ha moments.
Katie Kruger (Youth Program Director of Shawl-Anderson Dance Center) also added:
What is the relevance of the work that we are supporting in this day and time and in people’s
lives? How do we recognize these relevant outcomes, and what is the support system behind
them?
R is for Risk Management
"Risk management" is a formal term that can feel out of context for our field. But, truth is,
there are a lot of considerations in this category, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injury reports when a student or teacher gets hurt in a class; documentation and follow
up
Liability insurance
Workers comp insurance
Sexual harassment trainings for staff
First aid, CPR, and AED trainings for staff
Employee manual
Background checks on employees
Monthly assessment of your building and safety needs
Managing the entrance and exits to the building in terms of rain, snow, and ice
Exit signs in every room
Exit plans/pathways noted in every room
Fire code/room capacity signs
Staff trainings in terms of exiting the space in case of emergency
Pre-show announcements and mentioning safety related details (like the emergency
exits)
Field trip protocols - who can drive students

R is for Residencies
Speaking on behalf of the larger dance field in the United States....residencies are gifts and
opportunities we can offer the dance community. Residencies can offer the gifts of time,
support, publicity, and connection. For our own sites, residencies bring in vibrant new voices,
build connections, and create new works of art.
Residencies can take a variety of shapes. Some residencies give time and space for artists to
work. Other residencies involve numerous community events, discussions, and performances.
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I also want to advocate for more teaching artist residencies - to support dancers with their
teaching craft and pedagogy. And, what about a "company in residence" who also can do their
administrative work onsite for a given amount of time?
Off site, are your teachers or graduate students artists in residence in a local school, community
center, or senior center?
Another "r word" - reciprocity - is key within this conversation as well. What is the give and the
take? What are the requirements? Is this clear from the start of the residency?
Here are a few examples from around the country:
CUNY Dance Initiative
Dance Place's New Artist in Residence Program
Gibney Dance's Community Action Artist in Residence Program
Triskelion Arts' Artist in Residence Program
Dancers Workshop in Jackson Hole, WY: Visiting Artists in Residence
Queer Emerging Artist in Residency Program at Destiny Arts Center in Oakland, CA
R is for Retreat
This might sound completely luxurious for our field, but the possibility and opportunity of a
"retreat" away from your site for 1 day a year (or 2 days) can be a beautiful opportunity to build
community, reflect, pause, and revisit the core ideas of your work.
Consider finding a beautiful and peaceful space within an hour of your site. It could be a board
member's home, a donor's home, a church or synagogue, meditation center, artist in residence
site, botanical garden, or even a K-12 school closed for the summer.
The activities throughout the day can include discussion, reflection, of course some movement
activities, and a guest facilitator. Eating together, moving together, taking a walk
together....simple and valuable.
R is for Reading List
Last, what's on your reading list? Is there a particular book you are reading right now, or articles
of interest? Are you able to bookmark things and carve out 1 hour every Friday afternoon to
catch up on reading?
Check out the blog's rolling list of new dance books published in 2017. Click here.
Right now I am in the midst of reading two work-related books. Plus, I have a third one already
lined up. And, we are re-reading a Hewlett Foundation report this week as well:
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Dance Pedagogy for a Diverse World: Culturally Relevant Teaching in Theory, Research, and
Practice by Nyama McCarthy-Brown
Strange Tools: Art and Human Nature by Alva Noe
Contagious Culture: Show Up, Set the Tone, & Intentionally Create an Organization That Thrives
by Anese Cavanaugh
Moving Arts Leadership Forward: A Changing Landscape by Emiko M. Ono
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The letter S:

•
Staff meetings
•
SWOT
•
Strategic goal setting and strategic plans
•
Small work environment
•
Site visits to other organizations and venues
•
Savings account
•
State funding options
•
Social media
•
Succession planning
•
Subsidies
•
Self-care
•
Social justice
•
Social change
---------Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
S is for Staff Meetings
Ah, finding the sweet spot with staff meetings. There are departmental meetings,
administrative meetings, and teaching artist staff meetings. How often - or how seldom - do
you meet? Other key considerations include:
• Leading the meetings - can you take turns running the meetings and offer various staff
member leadership opportunities?
• Meeting agendas - can you share the agendas a day or two before each meeting?
• Macro and micro - how do you balance the content in terms of big picture
discussion/brainstorming/reflection and discussing the micro details related to events,
budgets, staffing, etc.?
S is for SWOT
"SWOT" is a simple but effective tool to assess many things - the organization as a whole, a
particular project or initiative, your board of directors, your roster of teaching artists, your
schedule of class offerings, and much more. SWOT stands for: strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats.
Use this tool within a meeting or as a simple reflection tool on your own.
S is for Strategic Goal Setting and Strategic Plans
The word "strategic" implies targeted, planned, mindful, considered, selected....it is about
growth, focus, amplifying, improving, elevating, publicizing, and professionalizing.
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This work is best done with a consultant or core group of people to work deeply together to
develop a thorough, articulated, and achievable plan.
Please check out North Carolina School of the Arts and its robust, impressive
Strategic Action Plan:
http://www.uncsa.edu/chancellor/strategic-plan/index.aspx
S is for Small Work Environment
Sometimes it feels like the classic clown routine - of how many bodies within a small car. Many
arts organizations have little office space, as we have devoted (rightly so) our space to studios
and to theaters. And, as our organizations grow, most likely the office space does not.
So....how to creatively manage this situation? Some thoughts and questions include:
• Is every desk/work station available and tidy so that multiple people can use it during the
course of a week?
• What is your policy about "working from home?" Could each employee work 1-1.5 days at
home a week?
• Is everyone working 9-5? Could staggered work hours maximize the office space and usage?
• Are there co-working spaces in your community the access?
S is for Site Visits to Other Organizations and Venues
This is one of the easiest (and sometimes most cost effective) professional development
opportunities you can support each year. Visiting other sites locally and nationally provides
real-time examples and inspiration that many conferences simply cannot convey.
Observing classes, setting up informational interviews, and building collegiality can offer
inspiration and an opportunity to reflect on your own organization in comparison to those you
visit.
S is for Savings Account
As mentioned with the letter R (reserve/rainy day fund), an organization's savings account most
likely will be the rainy day fund/reserve in case of emergency. Take the time to articulate for
yourself (or with your board) about how much you want in this account. The rule of thumb is
usually 3-6 months’ worth of operating expenses.
S is for State Funding Options
While local and state arts councils are surely not like they used to be a few decades ago, it is
still worth the time to see what grants are offered right now for arts education, community
engagement, nonprofit support, and innovation. Click here for a complete list of arts councils.
S is for Social Media
In many ways, social media is an incredible resource for arts organizations (especially using it in
many ways free of charge). Facebook, Twitter, Instagram. Social media is a quick and easy way
to share information, images, performance dates, class details, and much more. Now the
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question is....who on staff is managing this, and for how many hours a week?
S is for Succession Planning
This is a huge one, and a topic often not openly discussed.
Idea #1 - If you know of any organization that comes to mind with a successful succession plan,
can you contact them to learn more?
Idea #2 - These two documents offer valuable insight. The Hewlett Foundation's 2016
document about arts leaders indirectly sheds light on this topic of "succession planning." Read
it here. And, Dancers' Group created a gem of a document about transitioning leadership. Read
it here.
S is for Subsidies
Understanding subsidies.....As Fernando Maneca of the Brooklyn Arts Exchange shared, "Do our
'customers' understand that other entities are helping to pay for the products/services they
consume? Sure the artist pays $10/hr. for rehearsal space, but a funder or a group of funders is
paying the other $30-40/hr."
Subsidies are incredibly valuable to support and underwrite things such as reduced rental fees,
presenting performances, and artist in residence opportunities. How can we let customers and
the general community know what really goes into funding the work and the opportunities?
S is for Self-Care
Hillary Kooistra, Company Manager for Abraham.In.Motion emphasized that, "I think this is SO
important for arts administrators!" Long work weeks, weekend work, never-ending to do
lists....it all adds up.
Take a moment and jot down 5 things that can support self-care in your life right now. Can you
explore one of these ideas this week? Can you post this list somewhere?
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S is for Social Justice

As an organization, how are you working each week or each year to support/highlight social
justice issues through artmaking, access, and community engagement?
S is for Social Change
Is social change a part of your mission and vision? Where does your passion lie?
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The letter T:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time management
Touring strategies
Terminology
Teacher support/trainings; teacher training programs
Teachers' resource library
Teaching artist field
Team building
Transitioning leadership

----------

Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
T is for Time Management
Take a moment to rate yourself and your colleagues at work on "time management." In your
mind, give everyone a letter grade - A, B, C, D....
Truth is, good time management is one of the most essential qualities of an arts administrator.
We live in an art form wed to time. Good time management leads to strong performances, sold
out shows, grants submitted on time, well-crafted classes and lessons, and good customer
service. Timelines, pacing, follow through, completion...
T is for Touring Strategies
To begin, Charles Slender-White (Artistic Director of FACT/SF) offers, "Figure out why you want
to tour, and what you hope to gain from it. Understand how those desires and outcomes fit into
your larger artistic practice and/or organizational development. Identify partners within your
own community. Start conversations. Be persistent. Be patient."
With a bit of humor, Keira Heu-Jwyn Chang (Executive Director of Kate Weare Company),
shares three key touring concepts here:
"Assuming makes an ass out of you and me." Before I sign a contract, I have a list of about 100
advance questions that might impact my artists or my production team. And I ask them ALL,
from crew call minimums, to body work, to stage dimensions, to laundry facilities and whether
there will be snacks/coffee in the green room. None of them are deal breakers, but when
you're going to a new venue where a million surprises will happen no matter how prepared you
are, every bit of knowledge saves you time and effort on the ground. Advance the hell out of
that shit!
Build time in your schedule for everything to go wrong. Always. If you've followed Step 1,
you'll rarely be in that kind of crisis mode, but it does still happen. It's easier to cut an extra 4hour call than to add one. And if all is going well, you get to decide whether to use the time to
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work on the luxury of improvements to the show, or be everyone's favorite person for a day
and set them free.
Creature comforts make a difference. My dancers are all consummate professionals and can
weather virtually any situation, but I wholehearted reject the "suffer for your art" martyrdom.
For every tour, I create a comprehensive overview document with maps, schedules, venue
contact info, special events. travel itineraries, local transit options, food recommendations and
body work contacts. The more they can focus on the work instead of wondering about logistics,
the better the show we can give the audience, which is in the end what it's all about.
Becca Levy, Artistic Director of Jacksonville Dance Theatre, also highlights:
Travel with 5 or fewer dancers. This is obvious, but rental cars, housing, and airfare are easier
with fewer.
Per diem for the dancers is really important, even if the budget is tight. We try to provide per
diem per day if the meals are not covered by someone else.
Keira's and Becca's comments are about presenting opportunities and gigs already in motion
nationally. I also want to highly another side of touring - taking it back a few steps. For many,
the bigger question is, "How can I make any kind of tour, of any size, possible this calendar
year?" Here are some details about FACT/SF's exciting new initiative called PORT. (Text below is
a quote from the FACT/SF website.)
PORT (Peer Organized Regional Touring) is a touring initiative to support increased
performance and engagement opportunities for West Coast contemporary dance companies.
The program was developed in response to the lack of touring opportunities for small and midsized dance companies, and with the desire of connecting the otherwise isolated dance
communities on the west coast.
In its pilot year, FACT/SF, the Los Angeles Contemporary Dance Company, ODC Theater, and
the LA Theatre Center are working together to present a shared-evening of new works in both
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
T is for Terminology
We want to be articulate and descriptive. But are we continuing to ask ourselves what are the
most current and relevant terms - internally and externally facing? An initial list includes ideas
such as:
• Performance, showing, sharing, work in progress, open rehearsal, open studio
• Traditional setting, nontraditional setting, site-specific, site-adaptive (read more in the book
Site Dance, with Steve Koplowitz's essays)
• Teachers, instructors, facilitators, specialists, teaching artists
• Emerging, established, early career, mid-career, late-career
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curate, present, produce, support, commission, incubate
Dialogue, panel, roundtable, gathering, town hall, summit, conference
Dance criticism, dance writing, performance studies, reflection, review, interview, response
Choreographer, creator, director, collaborator, performer, co-creator
Coach, rehearsal assistant, dramaturg, stage manager
Modern dance, dance, contemporary, postmodern, Dance
Company, group, collective, project
Individual artist, independent artist, solo artist
Training, movement practice, performance practice, creative practice, studio practice, studio
time

Check out the Pew Center for Arts and Heritage site and its In Terms of Performance project as
well for an exploration of key words.
T is for Teacher Support/Trainings and Teacher Training Programs
Let's put these two ideas together for a moment.
First - do you have the ability at your own site to offer teacher support and trainings on a yearly
basis (whether with in-house people leading or hiring guest facilitators)? Can this be an
opportunity for distributed leadership - a moment to give various staff members a chance to
develop and lead a workshop or discussion?
Second - thinking more about dance education with Prek-12th grade students.....what teacher
training programs throughout the country can support your work back at your site or in your
company? Can you find funding for employees to study at such programs as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEL - Dance Education Laboratory (New York City)
Lincoln Center Education (New York City)
Tanner Dance (Salt Lake City)
Creative Dance Center/Anne Green Gilbert (Seattle)
Luna Dance Institute (Berkeley)
National Dance Institute (New York City)
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago (Chicago)
AXIS Dance (Oakland, CA)

T is for Teachers' Reference Library
If you had $300 to build a small teachers' reference library, here is what I would suggest:
Dance Pedagogy for a Diverse World: Culturally Relevant Teaching in Theory, Research and
Practice - Nyama McCarthy-Brown
Harnessing the Wind: The Art of Teaching Modern Dance - Jan Erkert
The Place of Dance: A Somatic Guide to Dancing and Dance Making - Andrea Olsen
Step by Step: A Complete Movement Education Curriculum - Sheila Kogan
Creative Dance for All Ages - Anne Green Gilbert
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Dance Education Essentials: 55 Objects and Ideas for New Preschool - 12th Grade Teaching
Artists - By Jill Randall and Valerie Gutwirth
Body, Mind & Spirit in ACTION: a teacher’s guide to creative dance - Patricia Reedy
Yardsticks: Children in the Classroom Ages 4-14 - Chip Wood
A Life in Dance: A Practical Guide - Rebecca Stenn and Fran Kirmser
Creative Ballet Teaching: Technique and Artistry for the 21st Century Ballet Dancer - Cadence
Whittier
The Body Eclectic: Evolving Practices in Dance Training - Melanie Bales and Rebbeca Nettl-Fiol
(editors)

http://blog.lifeasamoderndancer.com/2016/08/ten-resources-for-teaching-artists-as-we-prepare-for-the-newschool-year-2.html
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T is for the Teaching Artist Field
How are you a part of the teaching artist field? For nearly a decade now, the term "teaching
artist" has come to the forefront to emphasize the beautiful intersection of dance making and
teaching. Here are some key articles, leaders, and publications.
"What is a Teaching Artist?" - article by Eric Booth
"Guidelines for Teaching Artists" - article by Eric Booth
"A New Framework for Understanding the Field of Artists Who Work in Education and
Community Settings" - article by Eric Booth
Becoming a Teaching Artist - two graphic organizers
"Thinking Out Loud - Two for One" - article by Jill Randall about the term "teaching artist"
Speaking as a Teaching Artist: 50 Perspectives
Association of Teaching Artists
Teaching Artists Guild
Teaching Artist Journal
T is for Team Building
"Team building" might sound a bit too much like corporate culture, and not dance culture, but
pause for a moment. Is there potential to try out some kind of team building activity with the
staff that brings people together, offers humor, offers challenge, and could potentially
strengthen the way that people work together? In the broadest sense, what does team building
mean to you?
Ideas include:
• A monthly service project together in your neighborhood
• Cooking class together
• City scavenger hunt
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T is for Transitioning Leadership
Last, let's consider transitioning leadership. We recently saw this on the national level with the
two leaders of The Dance Place stepping down, and Christopher Morgan stepping into new
leadership. Read the Washington Post article here.
If you are in the San Francisco Bay Area, Compasspoint leads a stellar workshop about
transition, change, and leadership in nonprofits. Find out more here.
And again, let me reference the thoughtful and inspiring document Dancers' Group created
entitled the Living Transition Plan.

Screenshot from page 6 of the Living Transition Plan
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The letters U and V:

•
Understanding the legal side of 501C3 status
•
Volunteers
•
Vision statement
•
The verbs of arts administration
-----Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before
reading further, you might want to take the list of ideas here and simply journal for your
organization. What do these words mean to you at your organization?
U is for...Understanding the legal side of 501C3 status
Here are some links to short articles, which offer the key details about donations, tax
exemption, and governance.
What are the advantages/disadvantages of becoming a nonprofit organization?
501c3 Frequently Asked Questions
Could Your Nonprofit Lose Its Tax-Exempt Status?
And, this book is helpful to keep on your shelf:
Nonprofit Kit For Dummies - by Stan Hutton and Frances N. Phillips
V is for Volunteers
Volunteerism....the give and the take. Support. Generosity of spirit.
In the arts, it sometimes feels like we are at the two ends of the spectrum with volunteers: you
are either an organization with a steady stream of volunteers to support the organization, or
you are an organization with few volunteers, who heavily relies on a small paid staff to do
almost everything.
Take 5 minutes to jot down for a moment the role of volunteers at your site. (For some, a workstudy program helps the paid staff, and in exchange, people can take classes or attend
performances.)
For many, the Board of Directors are the people offering the most volunteer hours each year. (A
HUGE thank you to them for their roles and donation of time!)
Other volunteer opportunities include:
• Ushering at shows
• Fundraising/gala committee
• Staffing the fundraiser
• Sending out the donation letter mailing
• Sitting on a panel to review applications (artist in residence or grants)
• Going around town to distribute flyers, posters, and postcards
• Youth performances: ushering, backstage assistance
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V is for Vision Statement
Mission, vision. Big, dreamy ideas. Here are two beautiful examples of mission and vision
statements paired together:
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign:
VISION
Dance at Illinois will be a national epicenter for the development of dance artists/leaders.
MISSION
The mission of Dance at Illinois is to promote and expand the role of dance in contemporary
culture. Utilizing a range of experimental and canonic approaches, we generate choreographic,
pedagogical, performative, and scholarly research that shapes educational and
public programming. We explore the dynamic intersections between research and teaching in
academic, professional, and community settings. We forge imaginative, innovative, and
sustainable lives as artists and educators through the transformational processes of dance.
Destiny Arts:
OUR MISSION
Destiny Arts inspires and ignites social change through the arts.
When we are successful, young people grow up to live meaningful, connected, and secure lives
in an inclusive society. As a leading creative youth development organization that equally
values mastery of movement arts, inclusive communities, and cultivating advocates for peace,
Destiny Arts Center:
• Delivers programs that develop creative, powerful, and peaceful youth and communities.
• Creates a welcoming culture of inclusion, and
• Trains expert, diverse teaching artists.
OUR VISION
We envision a world where young people are creative, powerful, and peaceful.
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V is for the Verbs of Arts Administration
Here's a valuable 15-minute reflection activity.
First list out all of your "buckets" or programs/projects/initiatives at your organization (ex.
youth program, adult program, performances, artist in residence). To the left of each of these
programs, could you list the best verb to describe how you are working with each program right
now? What is the focus? For example, is it to streamline, promote, or revamp? I hope that
articulating these different actions will be informative and eye-opening.

Text by Jill Randall of Life as a Modern Dancer Blog; graphic design by Jenny Lederer
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The letters W, X, Y and Z:
•

Web resources for arts administrators

•

Word of mouth

•

Workshops

•

Weekly schedules and work/life balance

•

Workplace culture

•

eXertion and recuperation

•

Year-end reflection

•

Zzzzzz

-----Let's unpack, consider, and reflect upon each one of these terms and phrases. Even before reading
further, you might want to take the list of ideas here and simply journal for your organization. What do
these words mean to you at your organization?
W is for Web Resources for Arts Administrators
This web search can lead down a rabbit hole, but here is a short list of places to begin:
National Arts Administration and Policy Publications Database (NAAPPD)
National Center for Arts Research at Southern Methodist University
Dance/USA
Americans for the Arts
Plus, let me mention again two valuable documents online:
Living Transition Plan - Dancers' Group
Moving Arts Leadership Forward: A Changing Landscape - Hewlett Foundation
W is for Word of Mouth
Quick pulse.....how much does your organization rely on word of mouth recommendations of classes,
shows, etc? Can you name it as is and continue to ask the community for help with this? The personal
touch goes very far.
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W is for Workshops
As for workshops, let's just talk about workshops your site offers for the public. Whether a
college dance program or a dance center, the possibilities are extensive, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Workshops for high school students
Workshops for local teaching artists
Workshops for college professors
Workshops for professional level dancers
Workshops for classroom teachers interested in dance/kinesthetic learning/embodied
learning/arts integration

W is for Weekly Schedules and Work/Life Balance
On Life as a Modern Dancer, the blog feature My Dance Week literally asks artists to write out
or sketch out their weeks. These schedules candidly share time spent working, emailing,
commuting, rehearsing, training, and spending time with family and friends.
Peter DiMuro, Executive Artistic Director of The Dance Complex (Boston)
Marya Warshaw, Founding/Executive Director of Brooklyn Arts Exchange (BAX)
Lucia Scheckner, Education Director of Brooklyn Arts Exchange
Banning Bouldin, Artistic Director of New Dialect (Nashville, TN)
Daniel Charon, Artistic Director of Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company (Salt Lake City)
Sarah Lass, Company Administrator for Tiffany Mills Company (New York City)
David Leventhal, Program Director for Dance for PD® through the Mark Morris Dance Group
Laura Faure, the recently retired Director of the Bates Dance Festival, shared a few thoughts in
her artist profile in 2016. She answered the question, "Can you describe a typical week as
Director of Bates?"
September: A typical week for me in the Fall is working simultaneously to close up the past year
and to get the new year going, so writing grant reports, reconciling the budget, setting up
fundraising prospects for coming year, designing the next year’s programs, confirming the
performance series, hiring faculty, and setting up my calendar of travel for the year.
July, on the other hand, is the middle of the Festival, so I am captaining the ship in collaboration
with my wonderful staff, keeping things moving on a daily basis, problem solving, guiding the
work of the interns, hosting artists, MCing all the public events, and enjoying the amazing
community of artists gathered at Bates.
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Laura Colby, Founder and Director of Elsie Management, also shared through her artist
profile in 2017:
The granting process and booking process are cyclical. (I bring up grants as they are
instrumental in the creation and often touring of new work.) So, a typical week at Elsie really
depends on which part of the year it falls in - and what our immediate focus is that week. This is
often based on where we are in the booking process. We are always managing tour dates - our
companies that are out on the road that day - while we are also looking for the next
opportunity for a new work to be created.
I travel to see our artists' new works, to be at specific performance engagements, as well as to
our industry's convenings. So a lot of my typical week is in an airplane.
A typical week can include chasing marketing materials from our artists, anxiously following
a visa petition, waiting on a grant award for a new project, and tracking our artists' payments
from venues!
W is for Workplace Culture
As artists, we place great care in casting for projects as well as marketing for performances.
Let's bring equal care, specificity, and intention to the idea of workplace culture. Check out
some great resources through Greater Good Magazine and the Center for Greater Good at UC
Berkeley. Click here.
X is for eXertion and Recuperation
Taking a cue from Laban language, let's consider "exertion and recuperation." This is an
incredibly powerful lens to use for our work.
For many, the tendency is go, go, go.....endless lists.....40+ hours of work every week. But there
needs to be ebbs and flows of activity and effort.
At your site, can you work together to articulate these busy times, and then the potential to
slow a bit down for a few days after an event to recover, reflect, and celebrate? Celebration
and gratitude are key!
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Y is for Year-end Reflection
As each calendar year draws to an end, what activities, rituals, or meetings are in place to
reflect on the year, acknowledge the group's hard work, and celebrate? Can you place this on
the calendar now? Can this be on a board meeting agenda as well?

Z is for Zzzzzzzz
We might laugh and underestimate this, but self-care is key for arts administrators and
leaders.....to bring their best selves to work each day, to be a vibrant and focused leader.....
How would you describe your quantity and quality of sleep these days?
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